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Reports To Be Sent To Families

Red Cross, Iranians To
Check Hostages' Health

SUPERIOR RATINGS — The Calloway Counts Middle School Band, under the direction of Shela Bondurant,
rsceived three,superior ratings at thsKentucky Musk Educators Association band contest held March 31 at Murray
State University. This is the first year the band has participated in this festival. The 78-piece band wm present a
spring concert at 2 p.m.'Sunday, May 4, in the Calloway County High School cafeteria. Admission is free.

Tappan Officials, Community
Leaders Postpone Ohio Meeting
A meeting between local community
leaders and officials of the Tappan
Company in Mansfield. Ohio,scheduled
for this afternoon, has been rescheduled for Tuesday due to poor weather conditions.

Mayor Melvin B. Henley and a contingent of local civic leaders were
scheduled to fly to Manfield today to
meet with D. C. Blasius, Tappan's
president, concerning the company's
consideration of closing the Murray

New Restrictions Show
Importance Of Credit
Rights, Responsibilities
Recent government and industry
moves to restrict the use of credit have
made it more important than ever for
consumers to learn the rights and
responsibilities of buying now and paying later.
Specific credit terms vary from
lender to lender and state to state. The
basic principles of credit use — and
misuse — are fairly standard, however,
and the American Bar Association has
prepared a 36-page booklet to help clear
up confusion. The booklet, called "Your
Guide to Consumer Credit and
Bankruptcy," costs $1. It is available
from the American Bar Association,
Order-Billing 157, 1155 E. 60th St.,
Chicago,60637.
The ABA booklet explains what credit
is and shows you how to compare costs
for different types of credit. It includes
chapters on applying for credit, checking your credit record, correcting
credit mistakes, figuring out whether
you have reached your credit Limit,
dealing with debt collectors and, if all
else fails, going bankrupt.
Shopping for credit is a key. There
are two terms — finance charge and annual percentage rate — to keep in mind
when you're looking at the cost of a
loan. The finance charge is the total
amount — in dollars and cents — you
pay to use the lender's money. It includes interest and special charges like

service fees or credit-related insurance
premiums. The annual percentage rate
— expressed as a percent — is the rate
of interest on a yearly basis. Lenders
must tell you both the finance charge
and the annual percentage rate.
Decide what you are looking for when
you borrow money. Are you willing to
pay more in the long run in exchange
for lower monthly payments? A threeyear, $4,000 loan at 11 percent annual
interest would mean monthly payments
of $131. Your total interest over the 36
months would be $716. A four-year loan
for the same amount of money at the
same rate would mean monthly
payments of only $103. But your total interest over 48 months would be $962.
The cost of open-end or revolving
credit like the kind you get on bank
cards depends not only on the annual
percentage rate, but also on the way
your outstanding balance is calculated.
The creditor has to tell you which
method is used: average balance,
previous balance or adjusted balance.
The adjusted balance method is the
cheapest; the previous balance system
is the most expensive.
Wise use of credit includes knowing
when to stop. How can you tell you have
reached your limit? "There is no
general, allencompassing answer,"
says the bar association. There are
some danger signs, however.

-Murray High Students Qualify
For National NFL Tournament
Two Murray High School students,
Ben Moore and Nancy Kiesow,
qualified for the National Forensics
League NFL national tournament
with first-place finishes in the NFL

Pre-Registration Set
In City For First
Grade, Kindergarten
Pre-registration for kindergarteners
and first graders who will attend the
Murray City Schools this fall will be
held from 8 a.m. until 3 p.m. Wednesday, Aptil 16, at Robertson Elementary
School.
Children must be five years old by
Oct. 1 to enroll in kindergarten and 6
years old by Oct. Ito enroll in the first
grade. Parents must bring a birth certificate or hospital certificate. An up-todate Kentucky Immunization Certificate will be required in the fall.
If parents are unable to pre-register
their child on April 16, they are requested to call the school office at 7535022.
An orientation for parents of new
kindergarten students is scheduled at 7
p.m. Thursday, April 17. The program
will include a slide presentation and an
opportunity to visit the classrooms and
.rneet the kindergarten teachers.

plant which employs about 750 workers.
The meeting was reset for Tuesday
due to the the inclement weather.
Scheduled to go to Mansfield with
Henley are Joe Dick of the Bank of Murray, Glenn Doran of Peoples Bank.
local Tappan plant general manager
and company vice president E. J.
Haverstock and Walter L. Apperson,
president of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce and
publisher of The Murray Ledger &
Times.
Henley said today that the Kentucky
Department of Commerce has also promised to send a representative to the
meeting, set for 1 p.m. Tuesday in
Mansfield. The mayor said he hopes the
Commerce Department spokesman can
shed some light on the changes in the
state's workman's compensation law
adopted by the 1980 General Assembly
as well as the status of improvements to
the highway network serving Calloway
County.
Also expected to attend the meeting is
Jim Catlett, executive officer of the
South Kentucky Industrial Development Cooperative. SKIDC is a network
of TVA power distributors in southern
Kentucky that's purpose is to bring industry into the area.
Tappan officials informed city officials earlier this month that they are
considering closing the local operation.
Since that time, the Murray City Council has approved several economic incentives in hopes of inducing the company to keep the local plant in operation.
The final decision of the Tappan
board is expected later this week or
early next week.
The local group will leave from
Murray-Calloway County airport at 8
a.m. Tuesday.

a

necessary to free the hostages, it
"would be very strong and forceful and
might well involve military means." He
also had a warning for the embassy
militants, saying, "if our hostages are
injured or any of them are killed, then
we would not delay in taking much
stronger action of an incisive nature."
After their meeting with Bani-Sadr,
the Japanese and West European ambassadors began returning home for
"consultations" with their governments in accordance with a procedure
worked out by the Common Market

1

French officials said the European
Community's headquarters staff in
Brussels was examining the legalities
of further joint action against Iran.
They said the foreign ministers of the
nine nations — Britain, France, West
Germany, Italy, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Ireland and
Denmark — would meet in Luxembourg April 21 to consider what they
would do next.

Weatherman Predicts
Snow In Mid-April
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Snow in
mid-April in Kentucky?
Yep, that's what the weatherman'
said.
The National Weather Service
forecast possible thunderstorms in the
east and showers becoming mixed with
snow in the west today with showers or
snow showers likely statewide tonight.
A cold front pushing into Eastern
Kentucky was pulling colder air from
the southwest.
The weatherman said no accumulation was expected beeause ground
temperatures ate too warm and added
that better weather was expected by
mid-week.
Sunday was no bargain weatherwise
for Kentucky with strong northeast
winds, rains, cold temperatures and
some sleet. Daytime highs wsre mostly
in the 40s with some readings in the upper 30s, temperatures more
cbaracteristic of mid-January.
Still it was better than the heavy snow
and sleet which fell over parts of the
Missouri Bootheel and Southern Illinois.
Overnight lows in Kentucky fell to the
mid and upper 30s.
By mid-morning today winds ahead
of the cold front were east to southeast
at10-20 miles an hour and to the west of
the front south to southwest winds were

Planning Commission
To Hold Hearing On
Mobile Home Plan
The Murray Planning Commission
hold their regular monthly meeting
at 7 p.m. Tuesday, April 15, in Murray
City Hall, according to Steve Zea, city
planner.
Items on the agenda include a public
hearing on the proposed mobile borne
ordinance and a presentation of the
community development plan, Zea
said.
All

15-25 miles an hour with gusts to 50
miles an hour reported at Bowling
Green. At the same time temperatures
were in the mid 30s in the far west and
low 60s in the extreme east.
Lows in the 30s are forecast tonight
with Tuesday's outlook calling for an
end of the precipitation and clearing
with temperatures in the 40s east and
50s west.
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occasional
snow showers
Occasional snow showers windy and colder tonight. Lows in the
low 303. Snow ending early Tuesday with partial clearing in the
afternoon. Warmer with highs in
the low to mid 50s.
Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy Wednesday and
Thursday with a chance of rain
on Friday. Lows Wednesday in
the low to mid 40s and in the upper 40s to low 50s on Thursday
and Friday.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

358.12
358.41

Assembly To End Session With Leftover Legislation
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The 1980
General Assembly may spend more
time in the next two days on leftover
legislation than on overriding gubernatorial vetoes, which is the purpose of
the veto windup session.
Of Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s 17 vetoes
— among hundreds of bills approved —
only a few are likely to generate additional controversy.
But several bills, including one to
raise legislative pay and benefits, remained to be argued when the House
and Senate returned to Frankfort this
afternoon.
"It could be a clock-stopper," one
lawmaker commented.
The reference was to the previous
practice of the assembly in which the
clock was halted to conform with the
deadline for adjournment, while lastminute business was transacted, often
deep into the next morning.
House Speaker William Kenton, D-•
Lexington, said he believes the
legislators will dispose of all loose ends
without having to resort to that tactic.
Much seems to depend on the
measure dear to many legislators'
hearts which would boost their compensation about 37 percent annually and
additionally — through another piggybacking maneuver -- might triple
retirement benefits for those who can

stay in office along time.
The legislative pay increase is attached to one which would give all
judges in the state raises of at least
$10,000 a year. The higher increases
would total almost 40 percent.
The judges are deeply concerned
about their pay bill — most have not
received increases since 1976 — and are
unhappy about the legislative intrusion
into a matter which is sensitive enough.
the hief
In fact, John Palmore, Courf
, has
Sup
jjustice of the state Supreme
said he would resign if the extra'compensation is not granted.
Palmore's office in the Capitol, where
much conversation about the subject
has occurred, was known jokingly in
the days before the legislature adjourned for two weeks as "the bunker," a
reference to reported tactical
maneuvers on the pay bill.
As things stand, the House approved
its pay bill as an amendment to the
judges' pay measure, doing so by voice
vote, which means no constituents
would find out how their representatives voted.
The Senate so far has refused to go
along with the maneuver or the extent
of the pay raise and extra fringe bennefits.
lithe pay raise is.sue is resolved, at
least two more proposals hold the
possibility of extended debate.
One is the plan for auto emissions inspections in the Louisville area and n9r-

therm Kentucky.
Hometown legislators at first resisted
the administration-sponsored bill and it
seemed to have died in the final days.
Then the federal government confirmed that the potential threat of cutting off tens of millions of dollars in
highway and other funds to the affected
areas is indeed a real one.
So the opposition has softened,
although most lawmakers involved appear to prefer a version where a
legislative committee oversees the process.
A fourth bill which could be revived is
the one which would bring Kentucky into the computerized age of handling
automobile titles.
The state now is regarded as the
prime dumping ground for stolen
vehicles, and auto title proposals have
failed with monotonous regularity in
many previous sessions, usually
because of opposition from county
clerks.
But, with a renewed push from
Brown, the latest dead measure could
rise to passage, possibly in combination
with the auto emissions bill.
Grafting bills onto other bills as
itmendments is a widespread tactir in
the final days of a session and is called
piggybacking.
As for Brown's vetoes, the last of
them announced late Friday, floor
fights could break out on several.
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governments at a meeting in Lisbon,
Portugal, last week.

Final Two Days
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer

district tournament April 7 and 8 at
Morehead State University.
Moore took top honors in the
humorous interpretation category
while Kiesow was first in the dramatic
interpretation event.
The national tourney will be held
June 16-20 in Huntsville, Ala.
Also, the Murray High Speech Club
was named the leading NFL chapter in
Kentucky at the the tournament.
According to MHS speech club sponsor Mark Etherton, the award is
presented to the school that accumulates the most NFL degrees over
a number of years.
The Murray team placed fifth in the
overall district competition. Bullitt
County won the event with Calloway
County High School finishing second.
Other finishes for Murray included
Lewis Bossing, second in humorous interpretation; Mary Morris, third in
original oratory; and Kellie Overbey,
semi-final round in humorous intrepretation. Other MHS students competing were Sharon Whaley, in
dramatic intrepretation; and Natalie
Simpson and Kimberly Owens, original
oratory.
The Murray High team will compete
in the Kentucky High School Speech
League State Tournament AprIl 17 and
18 in Lexington.

By The Associated Press
Two representatives of the International Red Cross and a group of Iranians visited the 50 American hostages
in the U.S. Embassy to check on their
condition and report their findings to
the families of the captives.
The Red Cross representatives were
Harold Schmidt de Guernecke,the permanent Red Cross representative in
Tehran, and Dr. Bernard Liebeskind, a
physician. Both are Swiss.
They were accompanied by an official of the Red Lion and Sun, the Iranian equivalent of the Red Cross, and
Iranian Health Minister Moussa
Zargar.
Hojatoleslam Seyyed Ali Khamenei,
the Moslem clergyman who leads the
weekly Sabbath prayers in Tehran, also
_was scheduled to be a member of the
group, but it was not known if he was
already inside the embassy. A
spokesman for the militants occupying
the embassy since Nov. 4 said he was
added to the group at their insistence.
A spokeswoman at the Geneva headquarters of the Red Cross said the Iranian government agreed to three conditions set by the organization — that its
representatives meet with all the
hostages, that they be allowed to make
a list of their identities and that they be
allowed to notify the captives' families
of the state of their health.
Today was the Americans' 163rd day
of captivity. The militants' spokesman
said the visit was "imposed" on them
by the Iranian government. Apparently
the government hoped it would help to
undercut President Carter's campaign
to get Japan and America's major
European allies to take the same
economic and diplomatic sanctions
against Iran that he ordered.
The ambassadors of Japan and the
nine European Common Market countries on Saturday called on President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr and relayed
demands from their governments for
the immediate release of the hostages.
A press aide said Bani-Sadr rejected
the demand and warned the foreign
governments against taking punitive
action against Iran. But he said he
would ask some international organization to check on the condition of the captive Americans and report to the world
on their treatment.
The Americans' last foreign visitors
were three American clergymen who
held Easter services eight days ago and
reported they were in excellent
physical and mental shape.
The militants also renewed their
threat to kill all the hostages, saying
they would "blow them sky-high," if the
United States took military action
against Iran. They announced last
December that they had mined the embassy wails with explosives.
Carter told a group of European
television correspondents on Saturday
that if further U.S. action were

However, toe major veto, one of a bill
to stiffen marijuana penalties, looks as
though it will stand, since the sponsor
has accepted the governor's word that
the punishment provided is excessively
harsh on first offenders.
The potential for an override battle
probably lies most with a veto of a
measure by Rep. Jimmy White, DBarbourville, which would make insurance companies liable for acts of
their agents while the agents represent
the company.
White, who underwent a financial setback because he mistakenly assumed
he had certain coverage on his mining
employees, also attached that type of
amendment on a number of other
measures.
Brown's veto message said the requirement places an unreasonable
burden on insurance firms. White said
during the weekend he is sure he can
get the House to override the veto, but
Is not certain about the Senate.
Another veto was of a measure which
would give the legislature power to
disapprove capital construction projects. Brown said it is an intrusion on
the executive authority.

5

The assembly already has achieved
more power over suchtpending than it
ever had, and it remains to be seen if
proponents of the vetoed measure will
decide to make's strong effort to override.
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Could she have cancer?

"Retroactive means as
you were before you got like
you are "-- Will Rogers

Lawrence E. Lama,M.D.
DEAR DR LAMB - For
16 years I've had a bowel
problem When I eat Just
about anything. I get cramps
and recurring diarrhea I
can't sit down and eat as normal people do because I generally have to make a mad
dash for the bathroom I can't
eat any food that's served
warm and so live on bread.
cheese, crackers. potatoes anything bland. But at times
these mild foods even bother
me
I've had my bowels X-rayed
a few times but have never
been examined with a proctoscope My grandmother had
cancer of the bowels and she

had some of the same problems, but I'm 41 years old. 1
may have another 40 years
ahead of me and I want to
participate in life Are there
doctors who specialize in this
type of disease and, if so, what
are they called'
DEAR READER - Diarrhea is a symptom It can be
caused by an acute infection
such as qccurs in food poisoning
Some non-infectious diseases cause diarrhea These
include Crohn's Disease and
ulcerative colitis There are
other people who simply have
diarrhea from anxiety
I'm sending you The Health

Homemakers To
Hold Luncheon
The Calloway..County Homemakers Clubs will sponsor a
Tasting Luncheon on Thursday, May 8, from 11 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. at the social hall of the Educational Building of the First
United Methodist Church.
Persons attending will be able to taste the many different
kinds of meats, vegetables, salads, breads and desserts
made by members of the 19 homemakers clubs throughout
the city and county. Nursery service will be offered at no
charge during the luncheon. Carry out service will also be
provided.
All of the recipes will be in the Homemakers Recipe Book
that has been printed and will be on sale at the luncheon for $3
per book.
Sherrie Paschall, county food chairman, is the director for
the luncheon this year, and said that only advanced tickets
will be sold. Persons may obtain tickets at $2 each from any
homemaker club member,at the County Extension Office, or
call Mrs. Pachall at 435-4264.
Working on the cookbooks with Mrs. Paschall are Andrea
Hogancamp, Margaret nadine Wortham, Kay Gupton, Judy
Stahler, and Ruth Ann McLemore.
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Princess Grace
Says Grandchild
Would Be Nice
NEW YORK (AP) -Caroline is happy with
Phillipe, Stephanie is a
delight, and Albert has never
caused us a moment's worry.
What more could a mother
ask?"
Well, a grandchild would be
nice, adds Princess Grace of
Monaco. "I'll be delighted to
be a grandmother,- she saidin an interview in Good
Housekeeping's April issue.
But that's up to Caroline,
her elder daughter, now married to Phillipe Junot, says the
former actress Grace Kelly.
Offering a rare glimpse of
family relationships, she also
commented on her 22-year-old
son, a student at Amherst and
heir to the throne ("his grades
are good, he's active in
sports); 15-year-old Stephanie
(shy, but with a very strong
character)and her own life.
"Being a mother, being a
wife, being a princess all require effort. I have been married since 1956 and I think the
reason my marriage has
lasted is because both my husband (Prince Rainier) and I
have worked at it. We have
worked hard, too, at being
good parents because we feel
that's terribly important."
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Letter number 13-8, What You
Need to Know About Diarrhea Other readers who want
this issue can send 75 cents
with a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it.
Send your request to me, in
care of this newspaper. P0
Box 1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019 It will
tell you the various mechanisms that are involved in
causing different forms of
diarrhea
I'm sure that you do not use
it, but alcohol is one cause of
diarrhea To some people with
a sensitive bowel, coffee,
including the decaffeinated
types, also may cause diarrhea So will tea
Very little can be done
about chronic diarrhea until
its real cause is determined.
That's why you must see a
physician. You can see your
family doctor if you like and
he may be able to solve the
problem. If not, he may want
you to see a specialist in
gastroenterology. You can
probably be pretty certain
that you don't have cancer of
the bowel since you've had the
problem for 16 years.
DEAR DR. LAMB - At
present I'm considering a

arden Patit
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April seems to be doing her
tricks. It is a beautiful shinny
day and then comes a shower.
But I don't really mind for I
know that all Ur is making
flowers bloom and the trees
are getting fuzzy with their
new growth. It is truly a
marvelous time of the year
with surprises coming every
day And have you ever seen
the jonquils as lovely as they
have been this year? Maybe
it is just that lam so glad to
see them that makes them so
beautiful.
We can really plant now.
Anything can go lathe ground
safely. Even tomato plants.
Of course you might have to
cover them up next week if
we have a late frost, but that
isn't likely. The sun and wind
has dried out the ground so
that it is in good condition and
ready to receive anything we
have for it.
Now the next two flowers
on the easiest to grow list
are: first the geranium. Have
you ever tried a bed of red
and white planted together?
The effect is one that calls attention to itself. A spot that
has only a filtered sunlight is
best for they don't like too
much direct sun. They do not
require rich soil. Really, they
prefer ordinary dirt, but it
needs to be loose. Plenty of
peat moss is always helpful.
Geraniums come in a variety
of colors and there is even a
hardy one that can be left in
the ground over the winter
months.
The other easy one is the
ever popular Zinnia. And it is,
of all plants, I think, the
easiest It is certainty hardy
and the color range is almost
unlimited. Seed planted in ordinary soil, that is loose and
airy, will come up freely and
grow like mad. Blossoms last
all summer and will continue
to bloom until frost. We can
hardly ask for more than
that. Sometimes the old
familiar flowers do their best
for us Especially when we
don't have much time to
spend with them.
I think it is a good idea
before we plant any seed, to
consider the type of home we
have Not that flowers are
ever anything but lovely,
wherever they are, but some
of them are not suitable in a
formal arrangement of a
stately',home. I have always
said, let your flower garden
express yourself. The type of
house you have can be

This Is Your Invitation To Hoar
Hazel

tubal ligation. Would you
please write an article on the
possible side effects? About a
year ago we read an article in
a magazine about the effects
of vasectomy Because of
some of the problems that
were mentioned for men, we
decided against that method
I'm in my early 40s and am
about to have a baby and we
certainly don't want any more
after this one based on my age
and the size of our family
already We need an honest
answer about tubal ligations
DEAR READER - From a
medical point of view, its one
of the safest and surest forms
of birth control. Some of the
questions that have been
raised about vasectomies
have not been observed with
tubal ligations. Specifically,
the problems accociated with
the immune system and some
questions about the relationship of fatty-cholesterol deposits in the arteries. Also, tubal
ligations have been done for
years. That means that the
medical profession has years
and years of experience with
the procedure and still has
failed to note many significant complications from the
procedure.

Down the

By

SONG LEADER - JIM WINEINGER
PALESTINE, TEXAS
Sunday: Class 10 em.-Worship 11 Lin.
Serrices-Sanday Night thris Friday Nights?

Pleasant Valley Church of Christ
MIIES EAST OF MURRAY ON OLD POTTERTOWN ROAD, HWY 280
For Transportation Coll 753-3629 or 753-1661

ACES(DIRA G CORN, JR

planted so that the surrounding blend in to make a complete picture.
Let's plant lots of flowers
this spring A package of seed
costs little and give so much
pleasure. A little effort
transforms a bare yard into a
bower of bloom.
Let's get busy and see how
much we can do to add to the
beauty of this world.

NOSPITAL NEWS 1
4-9-80
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Hargrove, baby boy,(Lisa I,
Box 532, Cadiz.
Clark, baby boy, (Nancy),
Rt. 5, Paris,Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Vicki L. Sewell, Rt, 2, Box
157, Benton; Mrs. Lisa C.
Yates and baby girl, 400 South
12th Street, Murray; Mrs.
Gaye Haverstock and baby
girl, 1106 Poplar Street, Murray; Mrs. Charlotte A. Lamb,
Rt. 3, Box 1405, Murray; L. C.
Martin, 409 L. P. Miller, Murray.
Robert F. Herndon, Sr., Rt.
5, Box 2397, Murray; Everett
Warren Hood, Jr., Box 251,
Benton; Mrs. Bobbie S. Poths,
Rt. 3, Martin, Tenn.; Sammy
R. Collie, No. 12 Green Acres,
Murray; David J. Futrell, at.
5, box 271, Murray.
Mrs. Ora 0. Crutcher, at. 2,
Box 235, Dover, Tenn.;
Patrick E. Williams, D4
Southside Manor, Murray;
Mrs. Nancy A. Andrus, Rt. 1,
Box 258, Hardin; Herman K.
Ellis, 1202 Peggy Ann Drive,
Murray; Bobbie D. Barnett,
Box 23, Hardin; Brian S.
Miller, 1656 Linlor Court,
Elgin, Ill.
Scott T.Sanders, Rt. 3, Murray; James C. Garrett, 1516
Glendale, Murray; Amanda J.
Cornwell, at. 1, Benton;
James B. Stark, Rt. 2, Box
302A, Murray; Edward A.
Brown, Jr., 1622 Walnut, Benton.
Mrs. Opal M. Smotherrnan,
Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. Mary R.
Sykes, 1308 Sycamore Street,
Murray; Julius 0. Sorenson,
Rt. 1, Box 104, Dexter; Mrs.
Cana 0. Halcomb, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Elizabeth G. Warren, Rt. 5, Box 313,Murray.
Mrs. Audrey L. Moore, Rt.
4, Box 85-A, Murray; Mrs.
Vina E. Boren, at. 5, Box 243,
Cadiz; Mrs. Mavis 0. Kirks,
308 North Fifth Street, Murray; Mrs. Rosa A. Brarzell,
Box 88, Sedalia; Mrs. Henrietta Curry,102 Spruce, Murray.

Mr. and Mrs. Taz S. Rogers
Mr. and Mrs. Taz S. Rogers of Murray will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, April 20, from 2 to 4
p.m. at the Community Room of the Federal Savings and
1.4aan Building, Seventh and Main Streets, Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the reception
and the couple requests that guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married on April 19, 1930, at the Old Mt.
Carmel Baptist Church near New Concord by the late Rev. R.
F. Gregory. Their attendants were Norine Rogers and Carl
Woods.
Mrs. Rogers, the former Viola Hackett, is the daughter of
the late Spencer B. Hackett and Hattie Gupton Hackett of
Murray.
Mr. Rogers is the son of the late James S. Rogers and Mattie L. Jetton Rogers of Lynn Grove.
The Murray couple is retired and they reside on Sha-Wa
Circle, Murray.
They have two sons-Meredith Rogers and his wife,
Rosalie, of Tell City, Ind., and Bill Rogers and his wife,
Sharon, of Benton; and four grandchildren-Susan, Jeff, Shelly,and Monty Rogers.

In today's entrapping
game, declarer thought only
of an impending overruff.
This got him where he was
and that was in a deep hole.
Had he been able to play the
hand retroactively, he surely would have seen the
almost certain way to stop
the defense.
West led the diamond
king and continued with his
ace, while East echoed with
his nine and four. West led a
third round and it was time
for declarer to think.
Hoping that West had the
trump 10, declarer ruffed
impulsively with dummy's
nine. East overruffed with
the 10 and declarer had
blown his chance. There was
no quick way for declarer to
use dummy's hearts and,
eventually, the defense got a
club trick to beat the game
one trick.
South was guilty of "tunnel vision" in attempting to
plan for 10 tricks. What he
couldn't see was that a third
diamond loser could not
hurt him; it was the club
loser that could do him in.
When West leads the third
diamond, declarer should
discard from dummy
instead of ruffing with the
only card that could give
him a quick dummy entry.
After dummy discards a low
club. West can no longer do
any harm.
If he leads another

C1

4-14-A
NORTH
•9 6 4 1
WKQJ 109
•8 3
464
WEST
EAST
•2
•10 o5
IP 7 5 1
IP 8 6 4 2
•AKQJ65
•9 4
•K 10 a
•Q J 9 2

R(
TE

SOUTH
•AKQJ7
•A
•107 2
•A 7 53

Vulnerable Both Dealer:
South The bidding
Scoot West North East
14
4•

2•
Pass

2•
Pass

Pass
Pass

Opening lead King of diamonds
diamond, declarer will be in
position to overruff and, if
he leads anything else,
declarer can claim his
game He draws trumps in
three rounds, gets the heart
ace out of the way and the
trump nine is a sure entry to
dummy's waiting hearts.
When one knows there'll
be no second chance, he'd
best do it right the first
time.
Bid with Corn

4-14-B

South holds

42IP 7 5 3
•AKQJ65
•K 109
North South
1 MP
2•
34
3•
4.
^

ANSWER: Four no trump.
If the response is two aces,
bid six clubs. If one, pass five
diamonds If three, one might
risk seven clubs or seven
diamonds

.*****************************
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Your Individual
Horoscope

wards)
chosen

*

have

kitchen
items at...

Frances Drake

FOR TUESDAY, APRIL 15, 1980
What kind of day will with present employment.
tomorrow be? To find out what Don't let someone's negativity
South 12th St
the stars say, read the rub off on you.
forecast given for your birth CAPRICORN
*****************************
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Sign.
The a.m, is a good time to
contact those at a distance,
ARIES
esp romantic interests. The
(Mar, 21 to Apr. 19)4r
The a.m. brings a chance for p.m. finds you less certain in
financial gain and work matters of the heart.
progress, but later things bog AQUARIUS
="
4
down. Strike while the iron is 4Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) Though there is some luck
hot.
re domestic activities, there's
TAURUS
1 54a
' still work to be done. Attend to
(Apr. 20 to May 20):
An opportunity for fun and details to insure complete
good times arises, but the p.m. success.
*
may bring some responsibility PISCES
At
re dependents or worry about (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Write letters and make
funds.
important phone calls early.
GEMINI
concern
about *
9
1- Later,
( May 21 to June 20)114
*
You're in the mood to finish another's problems makes
will
in
operation
as
no-longer
be
you
less
in
the
mood to
up with odds and ends and to
enjoy some privacy. Don't communicate freely.
of midnight April 14th. Reser- *
become upset if others ask for
it
vation for the meeting room or
some of your time.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
CANCER
natural moneymaker with 4+ banquet room after April 14th
(June 21 to July 22)
progressive ideas and inBy all means accept an ventive ability. You do not * should be booked by calling f+
mingle
socially.
invitation to
44,
44, Doug Stevens at 753-5986 im- *
thrive in subordinate positions *
However, a close ally may not and must cultivate inbe in the mood to join you. Be dividuality to find your * mediately.
4+
closed-mouthed re work.
rightful place on top.
*******************1*
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 72)44:g
Capitalize on job and
financial opportunities. Don't
mix business with pleasure in
p.m., and be careful re
spending.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Your moodsmoods can fluctuate
from optimism to pessimism.
No,things won't be as easy as
Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists
you hoped, still, you can make
Progress.
Offices
In Memphis And Jackson, Tennessee
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 23)Investigate financial options
early. The p.m. could bring
complications. Someone's
negative attitude could leave
you bewildered.
SCORPIO
.
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nt'et
Things look bright concerning
romantic
introductions. The accent is on
social life, though one friend
seems inhibited or in a bad
mood.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 340
.
Be on the lookout for new job
openings or luck in connection

Pose for a beoutiful momenta at

Starks Hardware

********************
*
*
4+
*
*
4+
Alexaners
d
*
4+
4+
4+
4+

*
*

*
Restaurant *
4+
4*
*

4*

*

Holiday Inn,Murray

*
*
.1+

4+
*
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DENTURES
SAME DAY SERVICE

STANDARD

$69 Ea.

PERSONALIZED

$89 Ea.

MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON: 901-668-7460

.Artcraft Photography
Weddings, Portraits, Frames
One Day Processing
118.S.. /2A

*

By

•

CALL JACKSON, TN. TC41. FREE NO CHARGE.
IN TENNESSEE

OUTSIDE TENNESSEE

1-800-392-3876 1-800-238-3973

•
•

•
•
•
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Readers' Defense
Takes Bull by the Horns

Dealer:

By Abigail Van Buren

East
Pass
Pass

DEAR ABBY: This is in protest of your ignorant
evaluation of a time-honored art which you labeled "the
brutal and bloody business of torturing and killing animals
for sport and entertainment — bullfighting."
What an outrageously ethnocentric remark! Bullfighting
first appeared as early as 2,000 years before Christ. Since
then it has flourished in Spain, Portugal and Latin
America. For centuries, kings and noblemen as well as
commoners have involved themselves in that sport.
Abby, as a foreigner, it is unfair for you to criticize the
customs of another country. In Spain, bullfighting is
considered an art, not merely a sport. When you say the
animals are "tortured," it shows that you don't know
anything about bullfighting. The bulls used in the arena are
bred especially for their ferocity to kill men! It takes
enormous skill and courage for a I75-pound man armed only
with a cape and sword to face a wild bull weighing 2,000
pounds. And when the time comes to kill the animal, the
men often kill the bull with a single thrust of the sword!(Tell
me that chasing a fox with a pack of trained dogs,riding on
horseback and using guns to kill is more sporting! The same
can be said of your hunting birds and animals!)
In conclusion, I wish to inform you that in most cases the
meat of the bulls killed in the arena is sold cheap to the
city's poor or given to orphanages.
I
C. FERNANDEZ
•
DEAR C.: Many wrote to defend bullfighting. In fact,
to my amazement,a high school teacher of Spanish in
Delavan, Ill., instructed the entire class to write to
me to protest my answer and defend the "art" of bullfighting.
Read on for more about the controversy:

ig of diawill be in
.1 and, if
rig else.
aim his
rumps in
the heart
( and the
entry to
earls.
5 there'll
rice, he'd
the first

11 3

no trump
two aces.
, pass five
one might
or seven

DEAR ABBY: What have you got against bullfighting?
OK, so it's outlawed in the U.S. But how about the brutal
and bloody sport that's making millions of dollars — called
boxing?
Those in the ring are not animals, they are human beings,
and they are in there to kill each other for sport, enter
tainment — and money!And when you get right down to it,
ice hockey is a "brutal and bloody business," too. And so is
football. Think about it, Abby.
NORTH DAKOTA FAN

*****

Mrs.
ron,
I, IS
Edave
:hen

*

DEAR FAN: I've thought about it, and I still disapprove of any sport (spectator or contact) in which
blood (animal or human) is spilled.

*
*

DEAR ABBY: I must commend you for speaking out
against bullfighting. Unfortunately, there are people in the
world who believe it is good entertainment to watch
dogfights, cockfights, etc. There are even people who
condone using live rabbits for training greyhounds (for dog
racing). The rabbits are put onto the track with no chance of
escaping, and although exhausted, the terrified creatures
run until they are caught and torn to shreds!
There is absolutely no justification for these barbaric acts
against animals. They demoralize human beings, and lower
us to the days of the gladiators when animals were pitted
against each other as the crowd roared in excitement and
amusement.
Keep up the good work, Abby. The world needs more
people like you.
MS. JERI ZUPANCIC

*****

.**4
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
4+
as 4+
erOf

4th

4+

DEAR ABBY: I don't see anything wrong with bullfighting.
They feed the bulls well, let them live for four years and then
put them in the ring where they are killed instantly. I think
putting animals in a zoo is more cruel.
SPANISH STUDENT
DEAR ABBY: In your country you fatten up your bulls, run
them up a chute at the stockyards and hit them over the
head with an ax before they become hamburger or steaks.
Your bulls have no chance to fight for their lives. Ours
have. Ole!
MAD IN MEXICO

Summer Session
June 9-Aug. 1

-
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Birthday Party Is
Held, Ann Miller

Special Dressings
Fruit salads call for special
dressings. One which is both
sweet and tangy uses a cup of
dairy sour cream blended with
2 tablespoons each of honey,
orange and grapefruit juices.
This makes a cup and should
be chilled to blend flavors.

The home of the Rev. and
Mrs. Hallie Cook of Paris,
Tenn., was the scene of an
afternoon ceremony on March
28 in which Mrs. Sadie Kay
Bucy and Hafford Lee Cooper
were married in a double ring
ceremony.
Serving the bride as
matrons of honor were
Youlanda Grooms and Linda
McCallon, both daughters of
the groom. Serving as best
man was Ted Cooper, son of
the groom.

I

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

STEAK

SPECIAL
'N
SIRLOIN rril"i:4. STUFF

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Includes All You Can Eat SOUP'n SALAD BAR
• Baked Potato or Fries & Stockade Toast
- Kids' Menu Items, only 99C
SIRLOIN

•
•

Our quality will keep you contin back
Bel-Air Center

At

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••?

:OPY AVAILABLE

Oaks Women
Plan Events
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have their
monthly luncheon on Wednesday, Apri116, at 12 noon.
Reservations should be
made by Tuesday by calling
Saundra Edwards or Janice
Johnson, co-chairmen for the
event.
Other hostesses will be Jean
Blankenship, Jackie Brandon,
Laura Nell Cochran, Mildred
Dunn, Louise Miller, Juanita
Sallons, Jean West, Nancy
Bogard, Ruth
Calhoun,
Eleanor D'Angelo, Marilyn
Herndon, Susan Sammons,
and Carol Turner.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m. with Hazel Beale as
hostess.

For the wedding the bride
wore a street length dress of
medium blue with white accessories and a corsage of carnations.
Before the ceremony the
couple was honored with a luncheon given by Mrs. Estle
Cook,sister of the bride. Other
guests were Mrs. Judie Summers and Mrs. Peggie McCree, nieces of the bride, a
daughter-in-law, Mrs. Ted
Cooper, grandchildren, Randy
McCallon and Lisa Cooper,
and a sister of the groom, Lottie Haley.

•
•
•
•a

•
•
•$2.991S23

•
•
••\..

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will met at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet at 1 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Ronnie Bazzell.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.

Twesday, April 15
Harvest Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet at 7 30 p rn at the
church parlor
Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Center with lunch
served at 1145 a.m.
Murray Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Ellis
Center with devotion a 10:05
a.m.,lunch at 12 noon, and Jug
Band practice and table
games at 12:30 p.m.

Wednesday, April 16
Oaks Country Club women
will have a luncheon at the
club at 12 noon with Saundra
Edwards and Janice Johnson
as chairmen of the hostesses
Bridge will be played at 9 30
a in with Hazel Beale as
hostess
Registration for the First
Grade arid Kindergarten will
be held at 9 a.m. at East
Calloway Elementary School

Hazel Senior Citizens will
hear a program by Clara
Brainley,, and will join in a birthday party for all those havMurray State University
ing birthdays in April at the
women's tennis team will
Hazel Community Center
meet the University of
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Lunch
Missouri at St. Louis in a
will be served at 11:45 a.m.
match beginning at 3:30 p.m.
on the University Courts,
Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
Chestnut Street.
will meet at 1 p.m. at St.
John's Senior Citizens Office
Don Cain, Murray State stuat 1620 Main Street, Murray.
dent, will conduct a workshop
on silversmithing from 6 to 8 Baskets and place mats or
your own handwork will be
p.m. a Mason Art Gallery,
featured. For information call
Hart Hall, MSU.
Alma Cooper at 753-2612.

Willing Workers Class of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet at the home of Nancy Bogard at 7:30 p.m.

Birthday party foi all Senior
Citizens having birthdays in
April will beheld at 12 noon at
the Douglas Center.

Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First
United
Methodist
Church will be held at 7 a.m.
at Sirloin Stockade.
Mothers' Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m. at First United
Methodist Church.

X

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not rector
ed their home-delivered copy of
TM learray Lefts & Tuna by
530 pm Monday-Fralay or by
330 pm Saturdays we urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
aiNS pia., Wads" direst% Friday, sr 1_30 FAL asid 4 p.m.
Seterdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these
time periods to Insure 8118111117 of
'POW newspaper Calls must be
raced byS pm. weekdays or 4
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular blames: office hours
si Tbe Emmy Weer I Time we
us. to s p.m., Monday through
Friday said &M, to sees, War
days

Murray-Calloway County
Mental Health and Mental
Retardation Board of Directors will meet at 3 p.m. at the
center, 702 Main Street, Murray.
Poet Stanley Kiuutz will
read from his works in Room
423, Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University, at 7:30 p.m.
Silversrmtlung workshop by
Don Cain, Murray State student, will be from 6 to 8 p.m.in
Mason Art Gallery, Hart Hall,
fi4SU
All Campus Sing, sponsored
by Sigma Alpha Iota, women's
honorary music fraternity,
will be held from 4 to 6 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University.
First United Methodist
Church Men and First Christian Church Christian Men's
Fellowship will hear Coach
John Behling speak at the dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. at the
First Christian
Church
Fellowship Hall.

Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings Cali-me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for tune.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let nil hear fro you seon.

Senior Adult Fellowship of
First Baptist Church will meet
at 12 noon at Lake Barkley
Lodge for luncheon. Vans will
leave the church parking lot at
11 a.m. Reservations are not
needed.
Band Parents will'meet at
the Murray High School Band
room at 7 p.m.

Wednesday, Aril 18
Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa is scheduled to meet at
Gene and Jo's Florist at 7 p.m.

Get a headstart
in your new town.

9{TeYoiOyfFilcn,
Inge King 492-8348

Nary Namillon 753-5510

lb+ON ION Oka Oh*arilkrrikai kritrai
41•
•

Local 1068 Retirees Chapter
will have a covered dish supper at 5:30 p.m. at the recreation room of the First Christian Church, 111 North Fifth
Street, Murray. ,

Singles Class of Seventh and
Poplar Chuirch df Christ will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
building. -

Bonnie Joy Lancaster will
present her senior voice
recital at 8:15 p.m. at the Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly I Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets.

Wednesday, April 16
Annual Tee-off Coffee for
the lady golfers of the Murray
Country Club will be at 10 a.m.
at the club.

We ore pleased to announce that Torso Roach
bride-e(ect of Thomas Prit•
chett has selected her
china cyrstal ond oc
cessories from our complete bridal registry.
Tama and Thomas will
be married May 24,1980.

The Shon'case
753-4541
j140

121 By.Pses

.4F)..4

IPLVI1 NO 110-'
"
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Early Bird
Special
For

Mother's Day
April 12 and IS
There is a current struggle against
discrimination to give women equal rights
with men and there is the question —
;A)should women be drafted
13) should they enter into combat when and if
we have a war to win?
. . . then there is that adage written long
before these questions orose or before the first enterprising woman made it into the
executive circle whirl. . . "the hand that rocks
the cradle is the hand that rules the World."
We like this philosophy and we believe it's
true so we offer these special savings just to
honor you!

Bucy-Cooper Wedding
Vows Read March 28

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

meet at 7:30 pin. at the club
house.

NEW YORK(AP) — A transit strike didn't keep
celebrities from hoofing it to a
birthday party in honor of Ann
Miller — whose own legs currently are dazzling audiences
at the hit Broadway muscial
"Sugar Babies."
"I love being 57," Miss
Miller said at the Tuesday birthday bash at Brww's.
Among the guests were
Ethel Merman, Carol Channing and Rock Hudson, who told
reporters the strike by bus and
subway workers had turned
New York into a pedestrian
mall.
"I
normally
walk
everywhere I can, down from
the 80s to my midtown health
club," said the actor. "Today,
I walked through Central
Park. It was great."

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tuesday, April 15
Woodwin recital by Ray
Smith, inittructor of music,
will be held at 8:15 p.m. at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.

A one-piano, four hands
Luncheon by the Murray
recital by Dr, James
Menus for the Nutrition Pro- McKeever arid his wife, Christian Women's Club will
gram for the Elderly and Susan, will be at 8:15 p.m. at be held at 12 noon at the ColMeals on Wheels have been the Recital Hall Annex, Fine onial House Smorgasbord with
released for the week of April Arts Center, Murray State nursery at Memorial Baptist
Church. For reservations or
14 to 18.
cancellations by April 13 call
Meals are served Monday
Singles Unlimited will meet 489-2706 or 753-0252
through Friday at 12 noon at
rim. at the home of Tot
the Douglas Center and at at 5:30
McDaniel, 902 South 17th
Registration for first grade
11:45 a.m, at the Hazel CornStreet, for a cookout. Each is and kindergarten at North
muruty,Center; and on Tuesto bring own meat and pay $1 Elementary School will be
day and Thursday at 12 noon
for other expenses. Call 753- held at 9 a.m.
at the Ellis Community
2479 or 75.3-5823 for reservation
Center. Meals are also sent
if not ordinarily attending the
Murray State University
out each day.
group meetings.
Racers will play Memphis
A birthday party for all
State in a baseball game at
senior citizens having birAnnual spring meeting of
thdays in April is planned the Murray-Calloway County Reagan Field at 2 p.m.
Wednesday at 12 noon at the Community Theatre will be at
Skating Party for Rangers
Douglas Center.
7 p.m. at the Calloway Public and Rangerettes of Woodmen
The menus are as follows:
of the World will be held at
Library.
Monday—American style
Murray Skateland from 6 to 8
Olga
Hampton
WMU
of the
spaghetti and meatballs,
p.m. Members are to wear
Sinking
Spring
Baptist Church
spinach with boiled eggs,
long pants. This is for
whole kernel corn, garlic rolls, will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the members only, no guests.
butter, pear halves, milk, cof- church.
————
fee, tea.
Free Blood Pressure Checks
Sigma Department of MurTuesday--baked ham,
will be by the community serray
Woman's
Club
will
meet
sweet potatoes, stewed cabvice Department of the
bage, corn bread, butter, at 7:30 p.m. at the club house Seventh-day Adventist Churwith Jo Curris as speaker.
peach crisp, raisins, milk,
ch, Sycamore and South 15th
tomato juice, coffee, tea.
Streets, Murray,from 12 noon
Murray
Country
Club will to 2 p.m.
Wednesday—oven fried
chicken, green peas, mashed have a special membership
potatoes, hot roll, butter, car- meeting at 7 p.m. at the club.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
rot and raisin salad, milk, apmeet at 10 a.m, at the Dexter
ple juice, coffee, tea.
. Parents Anonymous will Center. A potluck will be servThursday--meat loaf, meet at 7:15 p.m. for informa- ed at 12 noon. Open house to
mixed vegetables, squash tion call 759-1792.
see the newly remodeled
casserole, hot roll, butter,
center will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
pineapple pudding, pineapple,
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
milk, coffee, tea.
Meals for Nutrition Pro7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
Friday--pork sausage, North Seventh and Olive gram for the Elderly will be
white beans, mixed greens, Streets, Murray.
served at 12 noon at the
corn bread, butter, raisins,
Douglas Center.
milk, coffee, tea.
Countryside Homemakers
'Tuesday, April 15
yusic Department of the Club will meet at 10 a.m. at the
Murray Woman's Club will home of Monica Walston.

'f:
GYMNASTIC CLASSES

ing

0**r*

Daily Menus
Are Released

Iiimelay, Apra 14
Jackson Purchase Archaeological Association will
meet in the conference room
of Purchase Area Development Office, Highway 45 North, Mayfield,at 7:30 p.m.
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Inside Report

Looking Back

By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak

Double Trouble
For Reagan
WASHINGTON — During a scathing
critique of Ronald Reagan's accuracy
on the campaign stump, the CBS Events* News of April 3 repeated an mcreasUgly familiar accusation about a 16year-old tax cut that has become a
source of double trouble for Reagan as
probable Republican presidential
1
- nominee.
The question seems ludicrous on its
,.. face: Did Reagan exaggerate the size
of the so-called Kennedy tax reduction
passed by Congress in 1964' Behind this
seeming irrelevency are efforts both to
' blunt Reagan's most effective
economic issue and portray him as a
' simpleton incapable of being president.
What's more,the controversy is disrupting a Reagan campaign staff wracked
by repeated purges.
'
New York lawyer William Casey,
Reagan's campaign manager since the
New Hampshire primary, is determined to end at least the internal side of the
; controversy. That is why he will dine
here Tuesday with Rep. Jack Kemp of
New York, Reagan's policy coordinator
and advocate of his tax-cut strategy.
A determined Bill Casey, who was
direcEng American espionage agents in
wartime Germany before many
Reagan political operatives were born,
may impose order on the economic
feudists. But his more important, more
difficult mission is to prepare Reagan
for tax and other adversarial questions
that he is now muffing.
Kemp late last year sold Reagan on
the Kemp-Roth tax bill, which would
cut income tax rates 30 percent across
the board over three years. But not until Reagan's back-to-the-wall February
campaign in New Hampshire did it
become the cutting edge of television
spots prepared under Kemp's direction.
One spot compares Kemp-Roth with
President John F. Kennedy's massive
tax reduction; a burst of prosperity
• followed its passage in 1964 after JFK's
death.
Only after Reagan's New Hampshire
victory, where he won votes from bluecollar workers perhaps attracted by his
invocation of Jaok Kennedy's tax
ideology, did this become contentious.
His remaining Republican foes, George
Bush and John Anderson, began
blasting Reagan's tax policy as irresponsible.
On March 16 over ABC's "Issues and
Answers," Reagan was asked about attributing the "30 percent" tax cut to
Kennedy. "I don't remember saying
that because I honestly don't know what
the rate of the Kennedy tax cut was,"
he replied. Soon thereafter, Time
magazine reported "the actual Kennedy tax cut was only 20 percent." One
March 24, Democratic Sen. William
Proxmire claimed the Kennedy tax cut
''provided the basis for the worst inflation this nation has ever suffered."
A much larger audience was exposed
to more of this on the April 3 CBS Even-
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ing News. The Treasury was quoted at
putting the 1964 tax cut at 19 percent,
not at Reagan's 30 percent - a double
thrust at Reagan's veracity and
econonuc sense
All this riled up senior Reagan supporters suspicious of Jack Kemp personally and of Kemp-Roth ideologically. Casey wanted to know what that
Kennedy tax cut was - 30 percent?
Twenty percent? Eighteen percent?
Sen. Plug Laxalt of Nevada, Reagan's
national chairman, was disturbed by
Proxnure's attack and wanted Kemp's
• reply.
Computing the size of the Kennedy
tax cut has become an exercise in how
to make Ronald Reagan look bad.
Carefully briefed after his pathetic bobble on "Issues and Answers," he did on
April 3 correctly state that the 1964 cut
was 23 percent in the top bracket and 30
Copley News Service
percent in the lowest bracket. CBS
came back with the Treasury's 19 percent figure. In fact, that figure is a
meaningless average; JFK tax bracket
cuts ranged from 30 percent to 13.6 percent ( though for very poor taxpayers,
cut off the rolls, the tax cut was 100 percent I.
More relevant is the economic conHeartline is a service for senior
nection between this long-ago tax
citizens. Its purpose is to answer quesreform and today's proposal. Respontions and solve problems - fast. If you
ding to Laxalt about Proxmire's attack,
have a question or a problem not
Kemp said that blaming the inflaanswered in these columns, write
tionary 1968 budget deficit on the 1964
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West Alextax cut is "pure nonsense."
andria, Ohio 45381. You will receive a
Nor do Kemp's critics inside the
prompt reply, but you must include a
Reagan campaign view tax reduction
stamped. self-addressed envelope. The
as an inflationary ogre. Rather,
most useful replies will be printed in
Reagan's old hands from California
this column.
would prefer to avOid controversy in a
HEARTLINE: I have nine grandcampaign they see flying high. It is
children, all under legal age, that I
younger political operatives who
want to give gifts to now - not after! am
regard the tax cut as Reagan's indead. I have heard that there is a thing
valuable populistic weapon. Frank
called a custodian account. Can you tell
Donatelli, running the Wisconsin camme what this is? — B.J.
paign, insisted that the Reagan-JFK
ANSWER: Generally speaking, the
tax cut spot - shelved nationwide - be
advantages of the type of trust that
televised before the March 25 primary
shifts assets and income to a lower tax
there. Dona telli credits it with
bracket person, in this case a minor,
Reagan's victory. --can sometimes be obtained without the
Bill Casey's real problem is not to
time and expense of actually creating a
muzzle Kemp or Kemp's critics but to
trust. A custodian account opened with
prepare Reagan to defend his tax proa stockbroker or bank can have the efposals. While absurdly unable to
fect of transferring the assets and the
remember how he himself had describincome they produce to a child who
ed the JFK tax cut, Reagan's greater
could well pay little or no taxes.
sin was inability to handle the
The expense of setting up this type of
arguments of ABC's John Laurence on
• arrangement in accordance with the
"Issues and Answers" that the Ken: Uniform Gifts to Minors Act should be
nedy rediiction came at "a different
practically nil. The Uniform Gift to
time" of economic recession.
Minors Act is virtually the same in all
In his reply to Laxalt, Kemp states
states - but check with your broker or
the tax cut would be just as therapeutic
bank to be sure.
now, pointing out there is "more slack
The gift involved can be securities or
in the economy now than there was in
money (presumably money to be inthe early 1960s." Unless Reagan
vested for income at the appropriate
becomes familiar with such defenses,
time and in some states life insurance
his campaign's cutting edge will be
contracts or annuity contracts can also
blunted and White House strategists
be given.
will come closer to switching the
Basically what happens is that an
spotlight from Jimmy Carter's comadult ( or a trust company) assumes
petence to Ronald Reagan's brains.
custodial responsibility to handle the
gifts for the best interest of the minor.
Ks •.(:.‘anCtiron
This, of course, also involves disposition of the income and reinvestment of
funds as appropriate. The use of the
money (if it is spent rather than accumulated) naturally will be for the
education or general welfare of the
minor.
There are two important points: 1.
The gift is irrevocable; there is no way
the giver can later change his mind and
recover the item - even if the minor
passed in the last two weeks. This is the
should desire to return the gift; 2. Upon
first time in my memory that the
the minor becoming of age,the gift goes
budget got passed the last day possible
into the name, control and ownership of
to pass bills, figuratively speaking. The
the child. The age at which that occurs
legislature can suspend the rules and
varies from 18 to 21 depending on the
give final passage to a bill that needs a
state and is sometimes different for
vote.
boys and girls). When you discuss the
Some of the more experienced
matter with a bank or reliable
legislators came to the governor's aid
stockbroker, make sure the possible tax
in the final weeks. The governor also
effect of giving cash Versus Securities,
called upon some lobbyists for help in
etc. is considered.
passing his bills.
HEARTLINE: Your column reply
He learned that an independent
regarding use of window shades as a
legislature needs guidance.
viable substitute for storm windows
One example. The workman's comomitted serious negative factors. Any
pensation bill is the best example of
attempt to provide such a barrier on the
where inexperience really showed.
inside will result in heavy frost acIt was a compromise bill between the
cumulation on the single window pane.
governor and the interim committee
version. Rep. Lloyd Clapp, chairman of
the interim committee that drafted the
bill, was guiding it through its final
And God said unto me, son of man,
days. Clapp in discussing the bill before
can these bones lire? And I answered
the House vote, said it was an agreed
0 lord God thou knowest. Ezekiel
bill. Clapp voted, the speaker of the
37:3
house voted opposite and the majority
Even the most impossible situation
is known to God and is within Mt;
floor leader passed. This is the adpower
to do as He wills it done
ministration group leading the way on
the bill. If they aren't together, how are
the complying followers going to know
Mirrrcry Ledger & Times
where to go on a vote like that' There
(USPSM117071
were other similar examples. The adPshilabas
Walter L. Ammerman
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ministration forces were split.
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Observations, Opinions
OfLegislative Sessions
FRANKFORT — It would take weeks
to write a definitive analysis of the 1980
legislative sessions, but here are some
observations and opinions gathered
from legislators and lobbyists:
The 89.5 billion budget is two billion
dollars larger than the 1978 budget, yet
there was talk that it is a very tight
budget. All state budgets are tight
because you project to spend about the
same amount as collected. Judgment
on tightness depends upon how important one considers the programs where
the money is spent, or who is making
the evaluation.
Government indebtedness will be increased. The governor and his administration has been given the power
to isstie 9600 million in bonds: 4300
million for highways construction and
maintenance; 4100 million for the
development cabinet, and 8200 million
for the Kentucky Housing Authority.
Plus, local governing bodies have been
given authority to issue industrial
development bonds and riverport
bonds, plus some other agencies.
This comes nearest to being a blank
check of any I have witnessed in more
than 20 years of covering state government.
•
Gov. Julian Carroll spent 4168 million
during his last two years on projects
with "non-recurring" expenses, or onetime expenditure, to be more specific.
That money can still be anticipated,
but find it in the budget . . or more explicitly where it is to be spent. Federal
Revenue, sharing money is one of the
prospective sources. Gov. John 1'
Brown Jr. and his young assistants apparently learned a lesson in the
legislative process. The legislators also
learned some lessons about legislative
independence and its pitfalls.
It wasn't until' the last two weeks of
the Ninon that. Gov. Brown began to
power and began to apply it to
legliegive package through. It

Completed plans and specifications
fur the new Murray High School
building have been given the green light
by the required agencies of the state of
Kentucky, according to Fred Schultz,
superintendent of the Murray City
Schools.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Henry
Eulap Beaman, 79, Robert Preston
Brandon, 92, and Mrs. Dorsey (Effie)
Hill.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Delmer
Jones on Highway 94 East was
destroyed by fire early today.
Clair Eversmeyer and Janey Kelso,
members of the Calloway County 4-H
Teen Club, will participate in the Kentucky Older Youth Conference to be
held at the National 4-H Foundation in
Washington, D. C., this week.
Edwin L. Grogan, a third year student at the Vanderbilt University
School of Medicine, Nashville, Tenn.,
has been awarded a $3,600 fellowship
which will permit him to assist for 19
weeks this summer at a missionary
hospital in West Cameroun, West
Africa. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Grogan of Murray.
Elected as new officers of the Hazel
Woman's Club were Mesdames Hughes
Bennett, Gerald Ray, Tommy Story,
Charles Knott, Edward Russell, and
Harold Wilkinson.
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If the window is wood, as most are, this
constant moisture damage requires the
annoyance of repainting or revarrushing windows almost yearly. If this
needed refinishing is not watched for
and taken care of promptly, the
replacement cost of rotting windows
will be far greater than the cost of installing storm windows — on the out-
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side.
Point of Logic: An "otherwise wellinsulated house" would have storm
windows already. — H.C.W.
ANSWER: We think you missed our
point. First of all, we were not suggesting that anyone use window shades
as a substitute for storm windows. Our
article pointed out that researchers at
the Illinois Institute of Technology
found that window shades, pulled down,
will reflect back much of the heat that
would escape through the window ( with
or without storm windows). Heat circulates around the room and it will actually hit the window shades and
"bounce back" into the room as it
reflects off the drawn shade.
The frost factor was not included in
the report. However, sources tell us
that the frosting problem is more common on metal or marble ( or other
stone) sills than on wooden sills. We are
not saying you're wrong — quite the
contrary — we feel that what you say
could be very important and are pleased to pass it along.
We encourage readers to feel free to
comment-criticize or supplement any
information in the Heartline column.
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Furthermore, the Korean Conflict was winding down with the
exchange of prisoners as the fragile truce settled in the Far East.
University of Kentucky listed Calloway fatalities of Bobby Burchett,
Chester Pritchett, Bobby Thornton, Daniel Waldrup and Leslie
Latham. But no record was made of the death of Pvt. Clarence
Grogan, 24, son of Mrs. Fidelia Grogan, member of a tank battalion
who had been missing since April 1, 1951, but officially declared
as killed in action Jan. 4, 1953, with the information reaching his
mother in 1954. Perhaps Pvt. Grogan will be included in a later
revised list.
Although some distance from the Korean Conflict, Staff Sgt.
Joe Mason Knight was standing guard outside Secretary of State
John Foster Dulles' command post in Berlin during the Berlin airlift. Sgt. Knight, 21 year old Murray youth, was making a career
of the army after a hectic tenure of service in World War II.
Military records of 1954 reminds Callowayans of one of her
ladies, Mrs. Estelle Forrest Ezell, who as a WAC in W. W. II made
history. She opened the Ezell Beauty School Sept. 18, 1954, at a
downtown location. Further, the county observed its first Veterans
Day November 11, 1954, after Congress officially changed the name
from Armistice Day to Veterans Day in order to commemorate
veterans of all wars rather than the specific armistice date observed
for vets of World War I.
Official life in small towns was dominated by business interests
and Murray was no exception. With the town and county enjoying
a surge in growth, business property was a premium in the mercantile district. With periodic monotony, efforts were being made
to have the city council expand zoning—a lot here and a street
there. The problem became sufficiently critical that the common
council set up a planning board of three members to recommend
fixed limits for business expansion. A public hearing was held at
the court house with representatives of downtown mercantile establishments in the majority of the full house. Recommendations maintained the tight bounds previously established with slight extensions.
That decision was the saddest mistake, in the opinion of the writers,
the city ever made, and history sustains the contention. At that
historic community gathering, it was vigorously pointed out by one
of the writers, the town was violating the basic rules for orderly
growth by a community. His suggestion was to the effect that the
busins section of Murray should be opened the entire length of
Main Street and 12th Street, thus providing a contiguous business
section, both east and west, and north and south. In conclusion the
assembly was warned that future business adventurers would jump
the city limits to establish a South Side, North Stde, and West Side
trading centers. Why city fathers ignored the warning, other than
selfish conclusions they could perpetuate a permanent monopoly in
the marketplace, is unknown. Deep lots on Main Street as well
as 12th Street were natural locations, providing ample depth for
parking facilities with spacious constructions possible.
To Be Continued

Dr. Harry Sparks was presented with
the keys to a new automobile by the
First District Education Association for
his work in relation to an education bill
which was passed at the 1969 General
Assembly, Frankfort,in a meeting held
at the Murray State College
auditorium.
Members of the cast of the play,"The
Nervous Wreck," to be presented by the
juniors at Hazel High School on April 15
include Jean Sykes, Dorothy Henry,
Patricia Orr, Sharon Hill, Paul Bennett, Noah Paschall, Gerald Owen,Jimmy Wilson, Jimmy Edwards, Karen
Craig, Donald Thomas, and Helen
Watkins.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer, professor of
psychology at Murray State College,
was feVured speaker at the annual
Mother-Daughter Banquet of the College High School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held April 9 at
the school cafeteria. Glinda McNutt,
president, presided.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. James Roberts on April 6.
Coffee, leading brands, is listed as
selling for 55 cents per can in the ad for
the Fan-is Whitehouse Grocery.

30 Years Ago
Children under 16 cannot be hired to
pick strawberries or harvest any other
crop that moves in interstate commerce while schools in the districts in
which the minors live are in session, according to the U. S. Department of
Labor.
The Grand Jury of the April term of
Calloway Circuit Court made its report
to Judge Ira Smith yesterday. Grand
jury members are J. E. Littleton,
Holland Roberts, Nolan Jetton, B. W.
Edmonds, Herman Rogers, Herbert
Farmer, Noble Brandon, Marvin Winchester, Noble Hopkins, Hubert Myers,
Aubrey Jones, and Carl Marshall.
Aqualal Smotherman,first grade student at New Concord High School, was
winner of the safety slogan contest this
week, sponsored by the Calloway County PTA. Her slogan was "Drive slow,
take your time, it may be your child's
life instead of mine."
Lydia Weihing, Murray State College
dietitian, was elected pesident and
Rezina Senter, professor of library
science at MSU, was elected secretary
of the Murray Branch of the American
Association of University Women.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, April 14, the 105th
day of 1980. There are 261 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On April 14, 1865, President Abraham
Lincoln was shot by John Wilkes Booth
at the Ford Theater in Washington. Lincoln died the next morning.
On this date:
In 1775, Philadelphia Quakers under
Benjamin Franklin organized the first
society for the abolition of slavery.
In 1912, the luxury ocean liner Titanic
struck an iceberg in the North Atlantic.
The ship sank 21
/
2 hours later, and 1,500
people drowned.
In 1945, in the Pacific war, American
B-29 bombers pounded Tokyo, damaging Japan's Imperial Palace.
In 1971, President Richard Nixon eased an American trade embargo on
Chile, permitting export of nonstrategic goods to that communist
country.
Ten years ago, the Apollo 13
spacecraft aborted its moon mission
after an on-board explosion and headed
back to Earth.
Five years ago, South Vietnamese
soldiers held off the communists at the
key provincial capital of,Xuan Loc.
Last year, President Carter declared
a state of emergency in Mississippi
following severe storms, tornadoes and
flooding.
Today's birthdays: Actress Julie
Christie is 39. Baseball star. Pete Rose
is 39. Actor Rod Steiger is 55. Actor Sir
John Gielgud is 78.
Thought for today : Diligence is the
mother of good fortune. — Miguel Cervantes (1547-1616)
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County Takes
Top Three Places
In Corn Contest

Farmers Fear 1980 To Be Grim

Calloway County took the
first three places in the Kentucky corn growing contest,
part of the National Corn
Growers Association contest.
For Calloway, C.R. Valentine won first place, Patricia
Valentine placed second and
Steve Carraway was third.
All participants in the contest had to plant at least 25
acres of corn and a yield
average was taken from each
acre. Iowa won the national title.
Joe Pat Carraway, a local
corn dealer, sold the corn to
the three winners.
W.L. Voiles, district
manager, and Lynn Walmfist,
territory manager, of the Northup King Co. presented the
awards to the winners.

HATFIELD, Ind. AP) —
Area farmers fear 1980 may
be the grimmest year they've
ever faced, as dropping farm
prices are coupled with
runaway inflation and soaring
interest rates.

the coming year, many say
they will deliberately cut back
the grain production on their
farms
"We've been taught over
and over again that the best
way to get out of financial
trouble is to work harder and
produce more But that just

9

Joesn't work anymore," says
Hatfield farmer Keith
7..oldrnan.
"Normally we're sitting
here this time of year all excited and wanting to get out in
the fields to plant. Now we're
facing 20 percent interest
rates and I think a lot of

farmers are not so anxious
During the past two years,
Goldman says,"we've backed
off on buying new equipment
because of the interest rates
and low market."
Now, he says, farmers are
And in an effort to survive
having to beck off on fertilizer
— and less fertilizer means
less grain production per acre.
It isn't just the small, young,
or financially strapped
farmers who are having trouble, says McLean County, Ky.,
By DON KENDALL
bons and other local market customers is
really up to farmer John Woolsey.
AP Farm Writer
factors, wheat purchase have them."
Woolsey, who farms 1,300
WASHINGTON I AP
— averaged $3.99 a bushel and
acres, has one of the county's
CORN PRODUCING WINNERS — Three Callowa Countian
There
has
been
"talk
in
y
the
s, who took the top three spots in
Agriculture Secretary Bob corn $2.35 a bushel.
the Kentucky corn producing contest, recently
trade" about the Soviets seek- largest farms. Still, he says,
were presented awards. At theceremony was
Bergland says if grain
The plan calls for USDA to ing large amount
(from left) W.I.. Voiles, general manager of
s of grain he's forced to borrow money
Northup King Co.; Patricia Valentine, second place;
elavators don't start offering buy all of the million
4
metric from Argentina and other for operating capital.
C.R. Valentine, first place ; Steve Corroway, third
more wheat and corn for sale tons of wheat
place; and oe Pot Carraway, local corn
— 146.8 million places to offset the loss
Woolsey says the money
dealer.
of U.S.
to the government at realistic bushels — and
hold it for use in orders but there is no
indica- market is "worse than I've
prices he'll soon ask farmers overseas aid program
s.
tion of what will happen, ever seen it. If the nixt six
to sell their grain directly to
Up to 9 million metric tons Bergland said.
months continue the way the
the government
of corn — 354.6 million bushels
last six months have, there
The Agriculture Depart- — could be bought,
"But I know this, there's
will be someone else farming
officials
ment bought 16.6 million have said, althoug
nobody in the world that has
h no specific
next year."
the capacity to produce and
bushels of wheat last week and total has been announc
ed.
"It won't be because they
Tuesday annouwced corn purA metric ton is about 2,205 deliver corn like we have in want to (quit farming ), it will
indicates:Tiat's less than the availab
By SCOTT KRAFT
le by the Farmers
cy Agriculture Credit Act was chases totaling 33.2 million pounds and is equal to 36.7 the United States ... and the be because
they have to," he
Associated Press Writer
19-plus percent.pritne rate but Home
Administration. Under
raised $2 billion to $6 billion. bushels.
bushels of wheat or 39.4 Russians know it," he said.
says. "When you haven't been
WICHITA, Kan. (AP) — still a hefty jump from the 10 a
law signed by President
Much
ofthe grain,offered by bushels of corn.
The rest of the new funds will
"The real test will come this operating on a 15 percent
While David Wilson was try- and 11 percent available just a
Carter on Sunday, the probe held for emergencies and country elevators was reBergland was told that a summertime. The Russian markup, you can't pay 15 pering to get his corn and soy- year ago.
jected by USDA because the grain trader
gram ceiling in the Emergenfuture needs.
in Chicago com- weather is a very fickle thing. cent interest."
beans to grow last year, in"Farmers are not just cryasking prices were too high. mented
, "Are you kidding?" It can be catastrophic for
George Klauder, vice presiterest rates were shooting up ing wolf," says Roy
Bergland said if this continues when told
of the amount of them. If they have another dent of the Green River Prolike weeds.
Frederick, an extension
other methods will be used.
corn bought by the govern- year like last year, they are in duction Credit Union in
Now Wilson, like thousands economist at Kansas' State
"Then our plans are to go ment, indicati
ng he thought it all kinds of real big trouble," Henderson, Ky., says those
of American farmers, is University. "There really is a
directly to the county offices was a relative
who receive credit will find
ly insignificant Bergland said.
heading for the bank to borrow serious problem out the
Of USDA)and buy grain right volume.
the qualifications increasingly
money for his spring crop. He This is the time of year when
-If they have a good year
on the farms," Bergland said
"We had to accept bids ( for
stringent.
dreads the trip.
requests for operating money
...they can kind of muddle
Wednesday.
corn) which we regarded as
"We want to see three years
The cost of money farmers is at its zenith."
through,in our judgment."
A department spokesman, reasonable,
of past records, income tax or
and many were
need to borrow to operate has
"The average farmer will
asked to elaborate, said pur- not," Berglan
otherwise, and see what his
d replied.
Jumped 50 percent in the past have to borrow way, way
G41(clening Tips from Extension
chase of grain directly from
Specialists at the
"My guess is that the trader
WASHINGTON (API — cash flow has been," he says.
year. And farmers are bor- more than, say, a hardware
farmers has been discussed as up there in Chicago
University of Kentucky College of
"We want to look at what his
) is going Manufacturers of wheatAgriculture
rowing more — fuel and fer- store owner," says Bruce
an alternative but that to be very surpris
ed in a week based foods such as bread, needs are going to be this
The fun and challenge. not
tilizer costs have risen 30 per- Frost of the Production Credit
whether it will be done and a half when he sees
sum
what cake and cereal have narrow- year, see what hiasash flow is
to speak of economic bene- will produce from early,
cent to 50 percent while crop Association in Salina. "And
mer to.late fall. Other large depends on how grain offer- happens in purchases that are ly voted in favor
and cattle prices remain low.
of financing a going to be this y4P,and see if
the farmer can't raise the fits of a vegetable garden
ings by elevators stack up in coming up."
national research and nutri- it looks like he can pay."
need not be restricted to the plants that contribute to the
From now until fall, Wilson price he gets for his product."
home owner with a large table as well as to the beauty the near future.
But while IClauder says amtion education program.
will borrow $13,000 a month
Wilson's loan, from a PCA,
The spokesman, Jack
WASHINGTON (API — The
acreage. Act ually.'according of the surroundings are eggple money is available for
for seed, fertilizer, fuel, contains an escalator clause
plant,
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is
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put
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Departto
University of Kentucky
ion of U.S. grain sales
those who need loans, some
machinery repairs and food based on the prime rate and
garden specialists. %try The average family needs no into effect it could involve the is hurting the Soviet Union ment said Wednesday a other bankers are discoua
for his table.
the interest he pays has risen
ging
refere
ndum
conduct
square foot of a homes d more than two or three posting of prices for wheat and
more than it is letting on, says
ed by farmers from borrowing at
Will he make any money? from 10 percent to about 14
mail
March
lot that will permit pl t pepper oregg plants. Okra is corn at county offices of the
17-28
showed that all.
Agriculture Secretary Bob
percent. He already owes the
No way.
107 votes were cast in favor of
growth can be utilized. a versatile plant. especially department's Agricultural Bergland.
"This is the time to be bor-All we're hoping for now is bank a third more than he did
the
Flower beds, sunny house where tall plants are needed Stabilization and Conprogra
m and 74 against. rowing as little money
"Our guess is that the RILSas
to hold our losses down enough last year at the start of plancorners, space along yard for a background or screen. servation Service. Farmers sians are in a lot
The
votes
in favor represented possible," one area
more trouble
bank vice
to borrow money for next year ting. He borrowed $27,000 for
fences, and border areas are Its foliage is pretty and the then could decide whether to than they're admitti
59
percent
of those voting.
ng on this
president says.
and hope for better prices fertilizer and chemicals in
excellent places to grow flowers and fruit remain in sell their grain directly to the grain busines
s," he said.
then," Wilson says. "We'll December, hoping to escape
green. colorful, tasty vege- good condition front early government.
"In fact, we think the imsummer to late fall.
have to have better prices just price increases.
tables.
In any event, Bergland says pact of the grain embarg
Pole beans, cucumbers,
o on
to get back where we started."
Wilson farms about 900
From earliest times growthe purchases will continue in- the Russians is probabl
y more
Interest rates at banks in acres near Osawatomie and
ing of plants has challenged peas at some other vtnIng definitely,
on
an
alternat
intense
ing
or
that
climbl
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even
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we had
vegetables can
rural America have risen to grazes 300 head of cattle on 700
the skill and Imagination of
basis for wheat and corn each thought."
617 South 914.1 Stree.
man. For a dollar or so and a be grown on trellises or
about 17 percent, a spot check acres. For nearly 20 of his 39
week. The aim is to help boost
Bergland made his remarks
April 13-19; 7:00 loch Night
reasonable amount of intel- along lawn fences. Radishes.
years, he said he has fought to
sagging grain prices and
Wednesday in a telephone in- S
Special Singing
ligent effort, the miracles carrots, turnips, onions and
get ahead to avoid the conremove from the market all of terview with a group
within seed packets can un- lettuce can begrown in beds
of farm 0
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stant borrowing, but his profit
Q
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in
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a
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and
at
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lawn. For
broadcasters.
LELAND PEELER. MUSK DIRECTOR
fold before one's wry eyes
Q
margins have been so slim
In retaliation to Soviet S Bro. Carter is Pastor Of West Fork Baptist Church
and within a few weeks the those with limited space. the corn that was dumped
that he's ;.- been forced to
dwarf
when
varietie
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s
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Nursery Will Be Provided
vegetables
Carter em- moves in Afghanistan, Presiplanter can enjoy the goodenlarge and increase his
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ness of fresh vegetables that will generally be best4Check bargoed further sales to the dent Carter ordered a partial
awl Members Ivolume so those margins will
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catalog
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he grew himself.
embargo on further shipments
pay him a living.
cc0
"We have a lot of what we of U.S. grain and other
.
000c
nThis is not to say that a advice of your county
proThe
U.S. Agriculture
call blue-sky
home owner should decide sion agent on this matter)
bidding," ducts Jan 4.
Many vegetable plants are Bergland said in
Department says preliminary
immediately toeliminate his
a telephone
Bergland was asked
as ornamental, If not more intervi
figures for Jan. 1, 1980, in- grocery bill by attemp
ew with a group of farm
ting to
whether he thought the Soviet
dicated farm indebtedness
produce all his own food. so. than plants customarily broadcasters. "People come
Union would ever again be a
rose 18 percent from a year This is neither feasible nor used for borders and flower in with an offer to
sell us corn
market for
American
before to $161 billion. Farmers desirable from the stand- beds. About the only requi- at $4 a bushel
and they're farmers.
have relied more on borrowed
point of our economic sys- site is that proper attention playing games with us.
We
"We're
prepared to do
money to operate their farms tem. Actually, the specialists be given to watering, weed- don't regard those
as serious
business with them on our
as production costs have out- say, the most common error ing and fertilizing. And, as offers, we reject
those out of terms,or we're prepared to do
in home gardening is to try mentioned before,each little
paced market prices.
hand.no business with them, if
The USDA announced Tues- to grow too much at one nook,cranny,or border area
Although prices paid so far that's what it takes," he said
time.
around
the
home is a poten- by USDA
day that about half of a $2
have
varied greatly, "The decision as to whether
For a small garden. toma- tial garden. There vegetales
billion federal loan program to
Bel-Air Center
toes. perhaps, give the grea- can be planted and the plan- according to geographic loca- they'll ever be important
help farmers is being made
test return for the space and ter %All get more for his effort
effort expended. When prop- than mere looks. Asa matter
erly staked and pruned, they offact he can have at tractive
are also attractive landscape surroundings and eat them,
plants and some varieties too.
r't

Bergland Wants More Crops

Farmers Borrowing For Spring

Spring Revival
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...with our crop money.
Growing crops is your business
ours is financing agriculture
We're the farm avicRI pewit.
'Matt our specialty
So vrhen you've got a
cropcong plan that caile for
cash count on PCA
Waders Si crop Anendng
We underitand your needs.*me
and env' And we're corwretted to
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goals
Vou Rind that PCA has the Seirtrety
to tailor loan Wrrns and repayment to RI your parhou
lw pen We hew you talk
wig We understand And
with your sound plan and
Our money, you can grow
crOpe your way
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chops and melt trimming in
large frying-pan to obtain I
tablespoon drippings. Brown
chops in drippings. Pour off
drippings;sprinkle /
1
2 teaspoon
salt on both sides of chops.
Cover tightly and cook slowly
Calorie-Conscious Pork Platter
30 minutes. Combine sugar
6 pork rib or loin chops,
and ginger; stir in soy sauce
cut /
3 4 inch thick
and garlic and add to chops.
/
1
2 teasroon salt
Cook slowly,covered, 15 to 30
1 tablespoon sugar
minutes or until done, turning
V2 teaspoon ground ginger chops once during cooking.
3 tablespoons soy sauce
Drain pineapple; reserve juice.
I clove garlic, minced
Add juice to liquid in frying
I can (15/
1 4 ounces)or 2 pan to make I cup. Add water
cans(8 ounces each I
to remaining juice to make V.
pineapple chunks in
cup. blend with cornstarch.
unsweetened juice
stir into liquid in pan and cook.
stirring until thickened. Add
1 tablespoon cornstarch
2 cups thinly sliced celery pineapple chunks, celery, green
pepper, water chestnuts and
I medium green pepper,
pea pods. separating the pods.
cut in thin strips,
Cook slowly, covered, until
can(6 ounces) water
vegetables are heated through,
chestnuts, halved
3 to 4 minutes. Spritilde /
1
2tea
I package(6 ounces
spoon salt over vegetables. 6
frozenChinese pea
servings.
pods,defrosted
I package 18 ounces)frozen
teaspoon salt
French -style green beans,
Trim any excess fat from
blanched. may he sutstituted.
The following recipe for
Cal
Conscious Pork Platter
is an excellent example of how
interesting and delicious a calorie-controlled meat entree
can be.

"That's the way
you want

18' diameter x 18' eaves height
$3500°°
11' diameter x eaves height

di

$4150"

EXPERTLY DRY CLFAPEED
MEWS & LADIES

•

RAINCOATS,

VI

CAR COATS,
OR
TOP COATS

Prins Rood Too., Wed.. nor.
April IS 16 II

'2\429

one HOUR
DRY

cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Phone 753-9525

$4950"
17' diameter x 18' eaves height
$585000
Each bin peke inckides the following bin
body sheets,
roof sheets. complete hardware carton
with all bolts and
nuts and errection manuals, steel drying
floor. steel substructural, 8- tube and sump, 21- single
transition, inside kidder, outside ladder, 21" 7
h.p. single phase
fan with control. Price includes bin delivere
d to your site
and loon of bin tacks for easy errection.
Only o limited'
number to sell ot this price

Coles

SHIRTS

LAUNDERED AND PRESSED 70
PIREICTION GOOD All will
ON HANGERS OR FOLDED

45!..5/$1

We will expertly clean, mothproof. insure &
place your clothes in SUMMER STORAGE
.tI nay
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19 OM In* thy cleaning ntices this fail
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Al Night
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Murray State Sports Roundup
Tennis Team Beats Western
In an Oluo Valley Conference tennis match, Murray
State defeated Western Kentucky to extend its overall
record to 18-1 and its OVC
record to 4-0.
Murray won four of its
singles and two of its three
doubles matches to win the
match, which was forced indoors at the Kenlake courts
Saturday .
Murray State 6, Western Kentucky 3
Singles Results - Terje
Persson def. Hakki Ozgenel 6-

2, 64; Mats Ljungman def.
Brian Herman 6-2, 6-3; Roger
Berttuaume lost to Jorge
Alemparte 6-2, 6-1; Finn Swarting def. Ardros Thomsen 6-1,
4-6, 6-3; Mike Costigan lost to
John Mark Fones 6-3, 0-6, 6-3;
Steve Willie def. Tony Thanas
4-6, 6-2,6-1.
Doubles Results - PerssonSwarting def. Ozgenel-Thanas
6-1, 1-6, 6-3; LjungmanCostigan def. AlemparteThomsen 7-5, 5-7, 7-6:
Berthiautne-Willie lost to
F'ones-Hertnan 6-2, 3-6, 6-2.

Murray State Invitational
TEAM SCORES - Eastern
Kentucky (EK) 152, Western
Kentucky(WK)1341
/
2, Murray
State(MU)1261
/
2, Southern lllinois (SI) 94, Memphis State
( MS) 67, Missouri IMO ) 18
Lake Michigan College ( LM )
141
/
2,Tennessee Tech(TT)9.

JAVELIN - Lori Kokkola
!WI() 139-11, Guisler (EK ),
Bukauskas (SI), Ware (MU),
Texter(EK ), Harshner (MO).
200 METER DASH - Wanda Hooker (MS) 24.35, Walker
( MS), WALKER (EK ), Coleman (MU), Gay (WK),
Williams(MU).
3,000 METER RUN -Laura
10,000 METER RUN - Sue
Schaefer (EK), 37:16.84, Brewer( MS ), 10:47.89, Donley
Plymire (SI), Spears (EK), (SI), Becky (EK), Macy
Macy (MU), O'Brien (MU), (MU), Delay (MO), Minor
(MU).
Minor(MU).
880 MEDLEY - Memphis
HIGH JUMP -Sandy Seith
( WK) 5-6, Madden (EX), State !Williams, Walker,
1:46.60,
Hooker, Spencer
Daugherty (SI), Barber
Murray State, Western Ken( WK), White (LM), Gates
Aucky, Eastern Kentucky,
I MU).
Southern Illinois, Missouri.
SHOT PUT - Victoria Gay
TWO MILE RELAY ( WK) 43-3, Kokkola ( WK(,
Southern Illinois Claussen,
Oberhausen i MU), Reynar
Putman, Nelson, Chiarello)
MO), Berglin (SI), Magura
9:35.35, Western Kentucky,
(TT).
Murray,Eastern Kentucky.
5,000 METER RUN -Lindy
Nelson (SI) 17:06.43, Brewer • PENTATHLON - Karen
Harding (MU) 3180, Fowler
(MS), Porter (MO), O'Brien
WK), Mosley (LM(, Devers
(MU), Oglivie (TT), Spears
!SI I, Bittel(MU).
(EK).
ONE MILE RELAY - Mur440 RELAY - Eastern Kentucky (Taylor,'roster, Ward, ray (Holmes, Fox, Gates,
Roberts) 4:03.99, Eastern
Walker)48.76, Memphis State,
Murray, Western Kentucky, Kentucky, Western Kentucky,
Southern
Illinois, Lake
Lake Michigan, Southern IlMichigan.
linois.
100 METER HURDIPS 1,500 METER RUN -Paula
Gaston (EK) 4:36.13, Betty Fox (MU) 14.01, Seippel
Chiarello (SI), Good (EK), (EK), Clark (WK), Foster
Dennison (MU),Putman (SI), (14K), Hiotl..(LM ), Madden
(EK).
Slaton(MU).
LONG JUMP -‘ Angie
400 METER DASH -Debra
Bradley (WK), 20-4, Terry
Spencer (MS( :59.23, Holmes
Seippel (EK), 19-11
/
2, Glenda
MU), Clay ( WK), Hulette
/
2,
Williams, (MU) 18-111
(EK), Walker (MO), Bartlett
Deanne Madden (EK) 17-7%,
(EK).
Angela Williams(MS)174%
880 METER RUN - Cindy
DISCUS - Victoria Gay
Clausen (SI) 2:14.91, Roberts
/
2, Kokkola(WK),
(MU), Sieth (WK), Penn- (WK)156-101
dygraft ( WK), Ferris (MO), Hoover (TT), Daily (SI),
Bauer (SI),Geiger (MU).
Good(EK).
100 METER DASH 400 METER HURDLES Teri Seippel (EK), 1:00.13, Sharon Walker (EK) 11.93,
Bartlett EK),(
LaPorte (SI), Bradley (WK), Coleman
Gates (MU), Clark (WK), (MU), Taylor (EK), Williams
(MU),Parham (MU).
Cannon (SI).

Clem Haskins To
Replace Keady
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
( AP) - A star for Western
Kentucky in the mid-1960s and
a 10-year veteran of the National Basketball Association,
Clem Haskins took over this
morning as head coach at his
alma mater.
"I've been telling myself I
wouldn't get choked up, but
it's been such a great day,"
Haskins said Sunday after his
appointment was announced
at a press conference.
"I've experienced many
thrills in my life, but the biggest moment in my career has
been being named head coach
at Western Kentucky University."
Haskins, 36, an assistant
coach at Western since 1978,
succeeds Gene Keady, who
resigned last week to become
head coach at Purdue.
"I plan to continue to provide exciting basketball for
the many fans," Haskins said.
My goal is to fill every seat in
Diddle Arena."
The first thing on his agenda
today, Haskins said, was a
meeting with the players to
explain his coaching
philosophy. He said he hadn't
decided on his choices for
assistant coaching positions.
He promised "a few
changes," in the style of the
game at Western, "but
basically we'll be operating
ufkler the same rules. We'll be
recruiting quality youngsters
to come to Western to get a
degree.
"That's my number one
goal. Basketball is secondary,

education is first. That's the
way to go about it."
Haskins' first came to the
Western campus in 1963 as a
prep standout from Taylor
County High School.
When he graduated,
Haskins held seven Western
records, including most points
in a game, field goals in a
game and career assists. His
59-point performance against
Middle Tennessee remains the
school and Ohio Valley Conference mark.
And Haskins remains the
only player in conference
history to be named OVC
Player of the Year three consecutive seasons.
He was the third player
selected in the 1967 NBA draft
and had nine seasons as a professional, with the Chicago
Bulls, the Phoenix Suns and
the Washington Bullets.
Haskins returned to
Western in 1977 as a part-time
assistant coach under Jim
Richards. He became a fulltime assistant the following
year under Keady.
He is a native of Campbellsville, Ky.

Boosters Meet
The Murray Tiger Booster
Club will sponsor a spring
preview Tuesday night at 5:30
p.m. at the Murray High
School track.
In case of bad weather, the
event will be moved inside.
Each of the spring coaches
will introduce the respective
teams to the general public

Golf Results

Track Results

Colonel Classic
Al Eastern Kentucky
Team Scores - Ohio State
290, Louisville 292, Eastern
Kentucky ( A) 294, Ohio
University 296, Eastern Kentucky (B 4 296, Miami (Ohio
298, Bowling Green 300, Kentucky 303, Southern lllinois
303, Eastern Michigan 304,
Kent State 305. Detroit 305,
Toledo 306, West Virginia 308,
Evansville 309, Wright State
309, Morehead 310, Murray
State 312, Michigan 312,
Western Kentucky 313, Indiana State 313, Central
Michigan 314, Bellarmine 316,
Xavier 332.

High Jump - Ernie Patterson (2nd) 7-01
/
2 (Tied school
record).
110 Meter High Hurdles Gerald Jackson )3rd( 14.4.
5000 Meter Run- Gary Ribbons(9th ) 14:26.6.
Steeplechase - Eddie Wedderburn ( Etth )8:54.2.
Sprint Relay - Second
place (Tony Smith, Mitch Tippin, Elvis Forde, Mitch
Johnston)3:25.3.
4 x 200 Relay - (Everton
Cornelius, Alfred Brown,
Forde, Smith ) 1:25.77(1-10 off
school record ).
Invitational 1500 - David
Rafferty (4th) 3:45.
4 x 400 Relay - (Brent
Konantz, Smith, Perry
Konantz,Forde)3:12.61.
Javelin - Charlie Youngren
2021
/
2.

Murray State (312)- Lynn
Sullivan 7th) 72, Jeff Switter
77, Brad Boyd 79, John Wedell
84,Tom Fischer 85.

Hooker Leads All-Star Team
Gary Hooker, Murray
State's graduating senior forward, helped lead his Midwest
all-star team to a 12145 win
over the Indiana all-stars on
Friday.
Hooker scored 18 points, 12
in the second half, by hitting
eight of 12 field goal attempts
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New Vat :
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Houston
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WASHINGTON, D. C. Four Murray State University
students have been named to
the National Rifle Association's Intercollegiate AllAmerican rifle team.
The selection was made by
the NRA Collegiate AllAmerican Selection Subcommittee on the basis of scores
fired in the intercollegiate
season just finished and on
academic achievement.
MSU students named to the
team included: Mark W.
Rabenstein, 19, freshman,
Golden, CO; Mark A. Delcotto, 20, sophomore, S. Chicago
Heights, IL; Mary Anne
Schweitzer, 18, freshman,
Lancaster, PA; Scott C.
Lewandowski, 19 freshman,
Brookfield, WS.

Chicago F
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NRA sanctions intercollegiate competition in
smallbore rifle, air rifle, pistol
and air pistol, all fired on indoor ranges during the winter
months.

and two of two free throws. He
was one of six players in double figures for the Midwest.
Hooker tied Eastern KenThose selected to Alltucky's James Tillman for se- American teams _receive incond in team scoring honors vitations .to compete in NRA's
behind Jim Swaney of Toledo, International Shooting Chamwho had 20 points. Carl Nix of pionships, where they are
Indiana State led Indiana with eligible to earn berths on the
U.S.Shooting Team.
18 points.
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GLENVIRA WIWAMS takes one of her three attempts at the long jump, in which she
finished third in the Murray State Invitational this past weekend.

Ballesteros Falters, But Still Wins Masters By Four
7,040-yard Augusta National
By ED SHEARER
Golf Club course in 3-under 33
AP Sports Writer
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) - A to take a 10-stroke edge over
potential rout turned into a the field. test of character and courage „ Then came a bogey at No.10,
for Seve Ballesteros.. -This but there was no concern.
Worry began to enter his
was my toughest week in
golf," the dashing young mind at No.12,the treacherous
Spaniard said Sunday after little par 3 guarded by water,
losing eight shots of a 10-shot which caught his tee shot. He
advantage before recovering dropped, and then needed two
to win the 44th Masters golf putts to get down. It was double bogey and only a 5-shot
tournament.
"I have a lot of heart," he lead after playing partner
said. "You must have a lot of Jack Newton of Australia sank
heart to stand up under the his second straight birdie putt.
It got even tighter. He went
pressure I have had this week.
"My ambition was to win to the par 5 13th, a hole he birthe (British) Open, but I feel died the first three days, and
this is the hardest to win. found water again, ultimately
There's so much pressure. missing a 10-foot par putt.
Newton had another birdie,
Maybe I feel more at home in
and further along the course,
Europe."
The reigning British Open Gibby Gilbert was within two
champion appeared headed shots of the lead, after playing
for a record-setting victory the 16th.
Seve said he started talking
under leaden skies Sunday,
touring the front side of the to himself.

"Yob are so stupid. What
are you doing here, You were
in a comfortable position. Now
you are in trouble. You are going to lose the tournament."
He parred the 14th and then
applied the clincher,- Lboputting from 20 feet for a birdie 4 on the 520-yard 15th.
It was over, and he knew it.
So did everyone else.
Ballesteros parred out,
finishing with a par 72 that left
him with a 13-under 275 total,
good enough for a 4-shot victory over Newton, the 1979
Australian Open champion,
who closed out 68-279, and
Gilbert, who went 67-279.
It made the handsome
Spaniard, who celebrated his
23rd birthday last Wednesday,
the youngest Masters champion ever - about three months younger than Jack
Nicklaus was when he won the
first of his record five
Masters.

Seve also had a shot at the
course record of 271 set by
Nicklaus in 1965 and tied by
Raymond Floyd in 1976, but
that ended with the double
bogey-bogey on the back side.
The victory earned him
;55,000 and gave him the 24th
victory of his career, and his
second major conquest.
It also produced an inevitable question - could he
break Nicklaus' mark of 17
major victories?
"Seventeen big salmon is a
lot," he said. "I will try my
best, but I don't think I can get
that far."
It capped a week in which
Ballesteros survived an erratic driver, often finding
himself in the pine trees that
line every fairway on this
course.
He was asked how he was
able to get out of danger so
often.
"Very simple," he replied.

The more you go into the
trees, the more you practice."
Ballesteros kept his cool on
the hot, humid day when he
had to, playing his final round
under a forecast of heavy
thundershowers that never
developed.
He settled what had started
to looked again like a tight
contest with the birdie at
No.15, ending all hope for
Newton and Gilbert, the only
two left with any chance of
beating him.
Hubert Green, the former
U.S. Open champion, closed
with a 5-under 67 to finish
alone at 280 and Australian
David Graham, a winner on
five continents during his
career, went 70-281.
Six others were grouped at
283, including South African
Gary Player, a three-time
Masters winner who now has
company among foreigners to
win here. Player, who had a

closing 70, was the only one
before Sunday.
Others in the 283 group were
former U.S. Open champion
Jerry Pate with a final 67, Ben
Crenshaw, Tom Kite and
Larry Nelson each with 69s
and Ed Fiori, who soared to a
73 after holding down second
place alone, seven shots off
the pace, at the end of three
rounds.
One of the more interesting
twosomes of the day paired
Nicklaus and Arnold Palmer,
the 50-year-old four-time
champion. A gallery
estimated at 8,000 followed
that duo and saw Palmer, giving up 10 years in age, edge
the Golden Bear by four shots
with a 69.
Tom Watson, Player of the
Year in each of the last three
seasons and one of the
pretournament favorites,
never got it going and finished
with a 71 for 284.
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Gasohol Fuel of the Future...Here Today
Now At: Martin AMOCO E. Main, Murray, Ky.

Murray AMOCO S. 641 Murray, Ky.
GASOHOL
Gasohol is a motor fuel blended of 9 parts
gasoline, 1 part distilled alcohol.
The alcohol is made from corn and other
grains which are RENEWABLE energy
sources.

Gasohol Supplied By
Belcher Oil. Co.
Murray-753-0212
Quality AMOCO Products
Ole

,..10'..41•up

Gasohol offers an exciting potential for
extending our limited and costly petroleum
supplies.

I

A no lead product, a gasohol blendzill work
in your vehicle without engine or carburetor
and work better!
modification

SHOULD FOOD BE
USED TO CREATE
ENERGY?
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Extensive tests, laboratory and "on the road,"
show that the gasohol blend provides.
. a higher octane fuel
. increased mileage per gallon
. better engine performance, with
less "knock" and "ping"
... reduced engine deposits
... less gas-line freeze-ups
. . cleaner exhaust emissions

Motorists
The Economy
And Everybody
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Gasohol
BETTER
FOR YOUR CAR
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Indeed in the world we have a protein
deficiency but not a starch shortage.
Gasohol is created from the starch and the pro
tein is left intact; only it is concentrated.

DOES IT TAKE MORE
ENERGY TO CREATE
GASOHOL THAN
IT GIVES OFF?
The D.O.E. study on alcohol fuels, corn
N On pleted
in June 1979, indicated a 5% posi
live energy balance as a result of recently
developed technologies.
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SPORTS AT A GLANCE
mes

Bucks,Sonics Back Where They Started

Major League Baseball At A Glance
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By ALEXSACHARE
AP Sparta Writer
After four games, 'the
Milwaukee Bucks and Seattle
SuperSonics are right back
where they started - and the
Sorucs couldn't be happier.
"We've got to be favored
now,going back to our house,"
said Seattle forward John
Johnson after the Sonics beat
the Bucks at Milwaukee 112107 Sunday to even their bestofseven National Basketball
Association playoff series at
two victories apiece_ The
Sonics will be at home when
the series resumes Tuesday
night and also for the seventh
game,if necessary.
The Sonics led all the way
Sunday, scoring the first 10
points of the game and
building the lead to as many

as 18 plants before turning
back a late Milwaukee rally.
Seattle guard Gus Williams
led all scorers with 32 pomts
In the other Western Conference second-round series,
the Phoenix Suns staved off
elimination by beating the Los
Angeles Lakers 127-101, Los
Angeles, leading 3-1, will get
another chance to wrap up the
series Tuesday night on its
home floor.
In the East, Boston and
Philadelphia both moved
within one victory of advancing to the conference'finals by
winning Sunday. The Celtics
clobbered the Houston
Rockets 100-81 to go up 3-0 and
the 76ers beat the Hawks at
Atlanta 107-83 to take a 3-1
lead. Both can end their series
at home, Boston playing

Major League Roundup
Liebrandt Finds Fastball To Pitch Reds To 3-0 Win Over Atlanta
By FRED R(YTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
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For a pitcher to throw a
shutout, he must shut out
negative thoughts as well as
the opposition. Confidence
then was as important as the
curveball for the three pitchers who were the prime
forces behind the three blankings in the National League
Sunday.
Rookie Charlie Liebrandt
found faith in his fastball as he
fired a five-hitter in the Cincinnati Reds' 5-0 triumph over
the Atlanta Braves. Pete
Falcone believed in himself
and pitched six scoreless innings in the New York Mets' 5-0
victory over the Chicago Cubs.
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And Jim Rooker stopped the
St. Louis Cardinals on five hits
over 61-3 innings in the Pittsburgh Pirates' 3-0 win.
"Nothing worries me now,"
said Falcone, who said he
found religion in the offseason.''I have no fear of fear
itself or of failing in my
career. This organization has
shown a lot of faith in me and!
intend to repay it."
"I'm ecstatic. Other than
that, words don't describe how
happy I am," said Liebrandt,
who only two years ago was
pitching for Miami (Ohio)
University. "I got off on the
right foot, got the confidence
going, and I was able to put
the nervousness out of my
mind."

Rooker had confidence in
his pitching, not his hitting,
but both were instrumental
Sunday. He slugged his
seventh career homer, a tworun shot in the seventh inning,
off a bad pitch. "It was actually out of the strike zone. If it
tiad been a good pitch, I probably wouldn't have hit it," he
said. "As soon as I hit it, I
knew it was gone. I was shocked. I kept saying, 'I don't
believe it. I don't believe it."
Elsewhere in the NI, the
Montreal Expos edged the
Philadelphia Phillies 5-4 in 10
innings; the Houston Astros
downed the Los Angeles
Dodgers 4-2, and the San Francisco Giants beat the San
Diego Padres 3-1.

Astros 4, Dodgers 2
The Astros, with some of the
best pitching in baseball, took
three out of four from the
Dodgers, losing only Saturday's 17-inning game.
Ken Forsch, who pitched a
no-hitteragainst Atlanta in his
first start of the 1979 season,
scattered seven hits in 72-3 innings. He also helped his
cause with a two-run single.
Frank LaCorte saved the
victory with hitless relief.
Dave Goltz, the Dodgers' freeagent acquisition, was the
laser in his NI.debut.
Giants 3, Padres 1
Vida Blue wasn't hurt last
year, but a 14-14 season was
not vintage Blue. He was
sharp against the Padres,

spacing four hits over seven
innings. Gary Lavelle picked
up the save.
San Diego's Dave Winfield
dropped a fly ball in right field
that allowed the winning run
to score. The victory was the
Giants' first of the season
after three losses to the
Padres.
Expos 5, Phillies 4
The Expos also recorded
their first victory on Ellis
Valentine's leadoff homer off
Lerrin LaGrow in the 10th
after the Phillies had tied the
game on three runs in the ninth.
Valentine's homer was well
timed for himself and his
team. He was 1-for-9 going into the game.

Red Sox Stop Brewers' Two-Game Hitting Barrage In 3-1 Win
caused him. The Red Sox
By KEN RAPPOPORT
,.ame back in the fourth with
AP Sports Writer
For two games, the three runs. Jim Rice singled in
Milwaukee Brewers were vir- one, two others scored on Carl
tually taking batting practice Yastremzski's double and
against the Boston Red Sox. Carlton Fisk's grounder.
Elsewhere in the American
And Bob Stanley knew why.
"I watched all of those home League, the Chicago White
runs on the television news," Sox defeated the Baltimore
he said after the Brewers Orioles 5-2, the California
scored 27 runs against his Angels trimmed the Cleveland
team. "In every case, the ball Indians 8-3, the Kansas City
Royals edged the Detroit
was right over the plate."
He didn't give them Tigers 3-2, the Oakland A's
anything good to hit, and the tripped the Minnesota Twins
4-1, the Seattle Mariners beat
Red Sox won 3-1.
Milwaukee took a 1-0 lead the Toronto Blue Jays 5-1 and
off Stanley in the third, but the New York Yankees swept
that was all the trouble they a doubleheader from the

SOLID
CUTLASS
VALUES
NOW AT
PURDOM
OLDS!

Texas Rangers,9-4 and 8-2.
his base hit capped another
White Sox 5, Orioles 2
three-run rally in the seventh.
Jim Morrison's tie-breaking
Royals 3, Tigers 2
sacrifice fly and a two-run
Willie Aikens, breaking an 0double by Lamar Johnson in for-13 slump, delivered a twothe seventh inning paced run single in the seventh innChicago over Baltimore. With ing to boost Kansas City over
the bases loaded, Morrison's Detroit. Paul Splittorff, Dan
fly
scored
Claudell Quisenberry and Gary
Washington to break a 2-2 tie. Christenson combined on a 10Johnson then doubled across hitter, holding the Tigers
two more runs.
scoreless until Champ SumAngels 8, Indians 3
mers belted a tworun homer in
Joe Ruth drove in three runs the ninth.
with a hasps-loaded walk and
A's 4, Twins 1
a bases-loaded single to lead
Mike Norris gave up three
California over Cleveland. hits and struck out 11 as
Ruth's walk capped a three- Oakland beat Minnesota. Nor-un uprising in the third and ris dazzled the hard-hitting
Twins, yielding only a fifthinning triple and eighth-inning
infield single to John Castino
and a sixth-inning double to
Ken Landreaux.

Philadelphia

Suns 127, Lakers 111
Paul Westphal scored 25
points and six other Phoenix
players hit double figures as
the Suns beat Los Angeles to
stay alive. Phoenix went
ahead early in the first period,
built the lead up to 25 points in
the third quarter and was
never threatened.

third quarter with an 18-foot
Celtics MC RacketsII
Larry Bird and Nate Ar- jumper, Maurice Cheeks hit
chibald led a 14-4 Boston surge three straight held goals and
in the final 4:44 of the third Philadelphia went on to
quarter as the Celtics pulled outscore the Hawks 35-17 in
away from the Rockets. Ar- the period to move from a 46chibald finished with 20 points, 46 halftime tie to a commanCedric Maxwell 19 and Bird 18 ding 8143 lead going into the
for Boston, which has won all final period.
rune of its games against
Houston this season.
Reserve forward Bobby
Tiers 1117, Hawks 83
Jones and Cheeks led the SixDarryl Dawkins opened the era with 20 points apiece

USOC Decides
Not To Send Team
By JOHN MOSSMAN
The Associated Press that if
AP Sports Writer
the Carter admuustration is
COLORADO SPRINGS, able to get the Western bloc of
Colo. (AP)- Tears glistened
nations to join the U.S.
in Robert J. Kane's eyes as the
boycott, the International
U.S. Olympic Committee
Olympic Committee would not
president conveyed the news
stage the Summer Games,
that, for the first time in
which are scheduled to begin
history, the United States will
July 19 in Moscow.
not be sending a team to the
"If they get the important
Olympic Games.
ones nations), it is my opiRalph Mann, a silver
nion the IOC will cancel the
medalist in the hurdles in the
Games," Roby said, mention1972 Olympics, choked up
ing Great Britain, France,
while discussing the decision
West Germany, Australia,
and had to walk away from a
New' Zealand and Canada.
group of newsrnen.
"The IOC doesn't want to see
Although almost everyone
any half-baked Games."
anticipated a pro-boycott vote,
Many of the delegates said
there was nothing cut-and- the keys to quick passage of
dried about it. The decision
the boycott resolution were
wasn't an easy one to make,as stirring appeals by Vice Presievidenced by the emotion
dent Walter Mondale and
displayed following Satur- USOC treasurer William
day's historic vote by the Simon, a former cabinet
USOC's House of Delegates.
member in the Nixon and
Yielding to pressure from
Ford administrations.
the Carter administration, the
But most of the athletes
delegates voted by a 2-to-1
didn't buy the administramargin to boycott the 1980 tion's reasoning.
Summer Games in Moscow as
"Some of the delegates
a protest against the Soviet alluded to the fact that our
Union's military intervention
lives may be threatened by the
in Afghanistan.
, developments in Afghanistan,
Douglas F. Roby, one of two that our democracy was at
Americans on the IOC, told
stake," said Fred Newhouse,

a gold and silver medalist in
track at the 1976 Games. "I
don't think Congress agrees
with that, or they would have
initiated the draft."
Still, the athletes accepted
the decision gracefully. Their
own resolution calling for the
United States to compete at
Moscow never came up for a
vote after the boycott pfoposal
passed, 1,604 to 797 with two
abstentions. Each of the 275
delegates in attendance had
about 10 votes.
"We lost. It is as simple as
that," said Anita DeFrantz, a
rower who has been
spokesman for the athletes
since Carter called for the
boycott in January.
DeFrantz, an attorney, said
the athletes still are considering a lawsuit against the
USOC for preventing them
from competing at Moscow.
But support for the lawsuit appeared to be waning.
The USOC resolution proposed that the United States
reject the Soviet Union invitation to compete unless President Carter decides, by May'
20,that the international situation has changed and
Americans can go to Moscow.

PRIME CUT

Eyes On European Tour

Seve Shuns
PGA Money

The Cutlass Supreme Value Package. YOU BUY: A Cutlass
Supreme with tilt steering wheel. Cruise Control, deluxe seat belts
and VI3 engine. YOU GET: Sport mirrors, sport wheels and body
stripes...AT NO EXTRA CHARGE!Oldstnobiles are equipped with
GM-built engines produced by varibus divisions. See us for details.

CUTLASS SUPREME JUST

Deluxe Seat Belts, Soft Roy Glass, Contour Bucket Seats, Lower
Body Side Modling, Floor Mats, Belt Reveal Molding, Door Edge
Guards, Air Conditioning, Sports Mirror, Sport Console, Accent
Stripe, Cruise Control, 260V8, 25 MPG, Tilt Steering Wheel,
Whitewall Radials, AM/FM Stereo Tape, Rally Gauges and
Tachometer, Y60 Convenience Group 468 Custom Appearance
Group (stainless steel top)

7936"

We've had one built for you.
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Mariners 5, Blue Jays 1
Bruce Bochte and Bill Stein
each drove in two runs, powering Seattle over Toronto
behind Floyd Bannister's
eighthitter. Bochte hit a tworun double in the first inning
off Toronto loser Dave
Lemanczyk and Stein added
run-scoring singles in the sixth
and eighth innings.
Yankees 9-8, Rangers 4-2
Jim Spencer's grand slam
home run in the fifth inning
triggered New York over
Texas in the first game of
their doubleheader and gave
rookie Manager Dick Howser
his first American League
triumph. The Yankees completed a sweep by winning the
second game behind a combined eight-hitter by Ed Figueroa
and Tom Underwood.
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wave ot young lions in plaid
By WILL GRIMSLE Y
AP Special Correspondent
slacks, the game is thirsting
AUGUSTA, Ga. AP - for a new and dramatic personality.
American golf has a love affair going with a young
Now they have one in the
handsome,
23-year-old
Spanish
gaucho named
Severiano Ballesteros, but it's
Spaniard, considered by most
a one-sided romance. The
of the international golf community to be the world's No.1
crush is more with the courter
player.
than the courted.
He currently is the reigning
Save has eyes only for
another damsel overseas - champion in two of the four
major tests - the British
the European tour.
Open and the Masters. His
American golf, Save says in
horizon appears limitless.
effect, is too grim and imperRecognizing this, the PGA
sonal. It's too cut-throat.
Players are money mad. tour offered Ballesteros a
player's card, free access to
There is Little fun in the game.
Golfers here concentrate so the tour without the necessity
of going to a qualifying school.
much, said the attractive new
The card would require
Masters champion, the most
I3allesteros to give first
exciting figure to emerge in
the sport since Jack Nicklaus. allegiance to the U.S. tour.
No,gracias, Save said.
They don't talk much. We
Some American pros were
don't have a fiesta when we
play ( in Europe) but stunned by this rebuff. The
lockerrooms seethed with
everybody is happy when you
caustic comments. You just
win.
can't hit the ball as crookedly
There's big money here.
as Steve does and win conMore tension. You know,
sistently, said two-time U.S.
money's money. They
Open champion Hale Irwin.
I American pros) really are
If he is to be a world-class
hungry. Me? I don't worry
player, added PGA titleholder
about money. I want to win
Dave Graham, he will have to
and be happy.
learn how to play the difficult,
These are depressing words
tree-lined golf courses that deto Commissioner Deane
mand precision as well SLR
Beman and the architects of
distance (meaning U.S.
the $13 million American tour, courses).
suffering a lack of identity and
He bangs the hall off trees.
a downturn in popularity. .
out of bunkers and off adjaWith the aging Arnold
cent fairways to reap birdies
Palmer and Jack Nicklaus from double bogey situations.
decending from their onceHe also scores double bogeys
lofty pedestals to be replaced
and eagles with equal aplomb.
by an almost indistinguishable
The crowds love him.

A
Pat Miller

Debbie Johnson

HEY GUYS!
Present this ad anytime between now
and May 3rd we'll give you a shampoo,
condition, cut, blo-dry, and style for
only...

$710
In addition register for $100.00 cash
prize and 100 vent brushes as second
prizes, to be given away July 3rd.
This men's special is to introduce Pat &
Debbie and is good with them only.

HEADQUARTERS
12th & Story Next To Southside IGA

753-2266
Bob Stogner Owner
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Kennedy Says Win Put
Cactus In Carter Garden
By The Associated Press
the final breakdown 17-12 ui
Sen. Edward Kennedy favor of Kennedy.
claims his victory in Arizona
—South Carolina Carter's
Democratic Party caucuses forces won 34 delegates and
has unearthed a cactus in Kennedy got one as the state
President Carter's Rose completed its selection proGarden, but in party meetings cess. Two were unconmutted.
in three other states the presi- The president had established
dent's lead for the party's this pattern in earlier precinct
presidential nomination grew. caucuses.
In fact, the delegate selec—Washington: State party
tion process lit South Carolina, chairman Joe Murphy says
Virginia and Washington this weekend conventions in the
ckend added to the presi- state's four largest counties
dent's margin over Kennedy should give Carter a 2-1
despite the Massachusetts margin over Kennedy, equallsenator's showing in Arizona ing
his
margin
in
and a likelihood of similar Washington's March 11
results in Alaska.
precinct caucuses. That would
But Kennedy saw his give Carter at least 29 of
Arizona victory — he seemed Washington's 57 delegates,
assured of gaining 16 of the with as many as 14 going to
state's 29 delegates to the Kennedy and another 14 unDemocratic National Conven- committed.
tion — as leading to suniLar
—VIrguna: In conventions
results in Pennsylvania, in five of the state's 10 conwhere 185- delegates are at gressional districts Carter
stake in the April 22 primary.
gained 21 delegates and Ken— The Southwest has nedy two. Twenty-one more
spoken," Kennedy said Sun- delegates will be chosen later
day in Philadelphia when he in the other five districts, and
learned of the Arizona results. 14 will be elected at a state
"The Northeast has convention.
spoken," he said, referring to
his earlier victories in New
York and Connecticut. "The
next state is Pennsylvania and
we look forward to carrying
the same message ... and
yve're hopeful df getting a
WASHINGTON (AP) —
similar response."
Taxpayers, probably inspired
Then, aiming a barb at by the prospect of higher
Carter's tactic of staying in refunds, have filed their 1979
the White House, Kennedy ad- federal returns in advance of
ded: "I think yesterday that Tuesday's deadline at a faster
Jimmy Carter found that rate than last year, the
there's a little cactus ... grow- Treasury
Department
ing in the Rose Garden."
reports.
Going into the weekend
As of April 4, the Internal
caucuses, Carter had 891 of Revenue Service had received
the 1,999 delegate votes need- 58.1 million returns of an exed for the party nomination. pected 93 million.
Kennedy had 491.
The return rate is 3.3 perAt various stages in the cent higher than a year ago,
complicated process of choos- and higher refunds may be the
ing delegates to the conven- prime raptivator, IRS
tion, weekend Democrtic spokesman Larry Batdorf
inedings broke down this said last week.
wciy:
At the same time last year,
—Arizona: With 74 precinct the IRS had made 38.74 million
caucuses reporting, Kennedy refunds totaling $19 billion, or
had 55 percent of the vote to an average of $490 per return.
Carter's 45. That would give
This year, refunds totaling
Kennedy 16 delegates and $23.6 billion, or an average of
Carter 13, but state more than $590, have been
Democratic delegate selection sent are up to 39.9 million
,:hairwoman Jean Westwood filers.
-said late returns from eight
"Obviously,this is the result
rural precincts could make of inflation," Batdorf said of

Thunderstorms Through
Southern U.S. Cause
Great Deal Of Suffering
By CHARLOTTE PORTER
Associatrkcl Press Writer

FUTURE PLANTS — Murray State University -graduate
student Mlou Emerson, Oak Ridge, Tenn., works up to
20 hours each week at the physical plant. Her duties indude the care and maintenance of all the indoor plants.
Miss Emerson is doing graduate work in agriculture with
specialization in horticulture at Murray State. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Emerson;108 Newhaven,
Oak Ridge, Inn.
(Photo By Corrine M. Sheppard)

Tax Returns Come In Faster
the 20.5 percent increase in the
average refund.
' The speedy- filing has,
however, resulted in an increase in errors that will delay
refund checks for some taxpayers.
.As of April 4, Batdorf said,
6.3 percent of those who filed
the 1040 long form made
mistakes of one sort or
another, compared with 6 percent last year The error rate
on the 1040a short form was 5.6
percent, up from 5 percent as
year ago.
The Most common errqr
among long-form filers has occurred when "people looked at
the wrong tax table to
calculate their total liability,"
the spokesman said.
For those taxpayers who
cannot meet Tuesday's midnight filing deadline, the IRS
has a safety net known as
Form 4868, "Application for
Automatic Extension of Time
to File U.S. Individual Tax
Returns."

TOWN & COUNTRY
YAMAHA
THE SERVICE LEADERS!

•

hpencer Balentine, owner, Steve Cherry, mechanic, Sammy Bradshaw,
mechanic, and Thomas Balentine, service manager, recently attendee,
a seminar in Nashville to gain further expertise with their infarre•
exhaust, gas analyzer.

Make an appointment today to have your bike tuned &
.nalyzed by the professionals.

Town & Country Yamaha
WY. 94E.

Murray, Ky.

753-807

The form, which is available
at local IRS offices, should be
filled out in duplicate. One
copy should be sent by midnight Tuesday to the the tax
agency, accompanied by a
check for at least 90 percent of
the estimated tax owed, the
IRS said. The other copy
should be enclosed when you
complete your tax forms.
If more than 10 percent of
your taxes still are due when
you file the completed return,
the IRS can levy a slight
"underestiMated tax penalty," Batdorf said.
However, failure to file
either a completed return or
Form 4868 by the fastapproaching deadline will
lead to a far stiffer penalty — 5
percent of your tax liability
per month, up to a maximum
of 25 percent, the spokesman
said.

Gas May Make
1980 Year Of
Short Vacation

By GEORGE W.HACKETT
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Because of rising gasoline
prices, 1980 will be the year of
the short trip for many vacationers.
The trend's already surfaced in Kentucky's park system.
"Our advance reservations
are up," said acting Parks
Commissioner Lou Karibo,
"but we're getting them from
people closer to us. I think this
is an early reaction to the fuel
situation."
Karibo said he expects
gasoline costs will deter some
travelers, particularly those
who like to camp out.
"They're going to be looking
for locations not too far from
home."
He said the state has tacked
a slight increase onto the campground rates and resort room
rates have been boosted about
10 percent but "this should
have little, if any,effect on our
volume."
Occupancy at the 15 state
park lodges in 1979 was well
above 70 percent on a yearround basis "and I'm expecting it to continue at that
rate."
Karibo, who recently completed an inspection tour of 45
facilities in Kentucky, said he
returned to Frankfort "impressed by what we have to offer."
The parks always attract
tourists from neighboring
states but Karibo said he's
hoping that this summer "the
residents in east Kentucky
and west Kentucky take the
time to see what the other end
of their state looks like."
They should have no trouble
finding gasoline.
Energy
Commissioner
Damon Harrison said the
situation "looks pretty good.
In fact, we're in better shape
than we have been for some
time."
He predicted the public will
be more selective in picking a
vacation spot. "The gasoline
will be there, barring an unforseen emergency, but are
people going to be willing to
pay for it?"
Eddie Arcaro and Bill Hartack are tied for most winning
Kentucky Derby rides with five

Texans shivered in nearfreezing temperatures and
French Quarter bar patrons
were flooded out in New
Orleans after packs of
thunderstorms churned
across the South, spawning
destructive tornadoes and torrential rains that killed at
least seven people.
''Noah said it's got to stop
sometime. We're still looking
for the dove with the olive
branch," said F.M. Pearce,
civil defense director in Louisiana's St. Tammany Parish,
as the Pearl River rose.
But Jefferson Parish, New
Orleans' most populous
suburb, was under as much as
3 feet of water early today
after nearly 14.5 inches of rain
fell in three days.
Police warned that
poisonous water snakes might
flee swamps for higher
ground, and two persons were
treated after being bitten by
fire ants from a floating colony.
Civil Defense officials in
Gulfport, Miss., estimated $10
million damage after a twister
ripped off rgefa. shattered
windows, wrecked airplanes
and demolished a community
center.
Rivers were rising under 6it
inches of rain in 30 hours, and
Wade Guice, director of civil
defense for Harrison County,
said he expected 50 homes to
be flooded before water receded.
About 200 houses were
damaged, either by flooding
or wind, Guice said, adding 17
persons wefe injured, none
seriously.
Authorities declared a state
of emergency in Gulfport and
imposed a 6 p.m. to 6 a.m
curfew. Additional police and
deputies were called in to
patrol the city.
In Jackson, residents began
packing in anticipation of a
repeat of last year's Easter
flood that drove 17,000 people
from their homes. But of-

BlueCmss
Blue Shield

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1 Guido s high
ficials said flooding would not
note
be extensive.
4 A month
Lt. Gov Brad Dye was
9 Sick
among those who worked into
12 Unit ot
Portuguese
the night packing sandbags
currency
around their homes.
13
Rent
"Everybody is either mov14 Meadow
ing out or they're moving up,"
15 Egyptian
said has wife, Donna. "You
cOmmanpar
in chief
can hardly get down the
17 Trading censtreet, there's so much trafter
fic."
19 Tears
Missilsippi
authorities
21 River in Italy
reported one man was drown- 22 Remain
25 Cover
ed when he stepped into a
27 Wolfhound
flooded culvert near Columbia
Arch
and a Carpenter man was 31 Place
drowned when he slipped off
32 Pierce
34 Pronoun
his horse while trying to round
Musical
35
up stray cattle.
instrument
In Alabama, an 8-year-old
Colloq
Mobile girl drowned when she 36 Distress sigfell into a drainage ditch and a
nal
young couple was knocked off 37 Faroe Islands
whirlwind
a bridge into raging flood38 Finished
waters.
41 Coniunction
At least 13 persons were in- 42 Silkworm
jured as twisters skipped 43 Weight of
India
acorss the state.
Meanwhile, two persons 44 Baker s
products
drowned in boating accidents 45 Supposing
Orleans
flooded
New
on
that
streets Sunday as water spill- 47 Declare
49
Flag
ed over levees, sending
residents of suburban 53 Tristram's
sweetheart
Woodmere and Avondale scur- 57 Be in debt
rying for high ground. The 58 Parts of
speech
city's system of electric
pumps was unable to keep up 60 Diving bird
61 High Music
with the rain.
62 Kind of cloth
Up to 2 feet of water flooded 63 Sorrow
part of New Orleans business
district, and restaurants and
bars in the French Quarter
turned away customers as
water crept up bar stools.

Leftover Crepes
Have you stored leftoyer
crepes in your freezer? A good
filling for them is some canned apple pie filling to which
you add a bit of lemon juice
and nutmeg. For the topper
use a whipped mixture of a 3
oz. package of cream cheese,
cup (2 oz.) shredded Cheddar cheese, both brought to
room temperature and beaten
until fairly smooth, then mixed with it cup dairy sour
cream. Try the topper on your
apple pies,too!

DOWN

Answer to Saturday '• Puzzle

1 Bitter vetch
2 Hawaiian
wreath
3 Ventilate
4 AV —
Racket game
5 Puzzles
6 Sun,god
7 Doctrine
8 Jump
9 Kind
10 Conteoer ate
general
11 Unit of Laini
an Currency
16 Arid
18 Bellows
213fransgress
22 Condiment
23 Instructor
24 Preposition
26 Worthy
28 Scale note
29 Make
amends
30 Wants

1

2

3

ream

000 00311
MOO 0,0 00117
CO00 030 0023
memo 000300
00 0000
CO00 000e0000
co 00000 MOO
eC000000 00010
0000 00
01013000 000000
CCM 000 0000
'COCO OM 0000
E000 000 0000
32 Cron
Colloq
33 Man's name
35 Country of
Europe
39 Scale note
40 Beverage
41 Three-toed
sloth
44 In favor of
46 Marshes

4

12

5

6

4

II

13
17

M

20

4 r 19

31

3.

21

ze

25
32

27282130
33

IN"

se

xi

40

42

41

43

110145
49 50 51

44
47

44

57

sa

61

62

41
53

52
SI
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NOTICE
The restaurant at the
Holiday Inn will be closed
due to re-organization April
15 thru April 17. Thank Yoy
for your cooperation.

of Kentocay
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learn to handle stress.

own thing.- Meditate, pursue a
Unless you‘cut yourself off totally
quiet hobby, go for a walk, or just
from all stimuli, you can't go
relax. Learning to relax is learning
through life without some stress.
to handle stress.
And you wouldn't want to Stress
- You'll be healthier and happier in
helps us meet life's challenges and
the long run. And staying healthy
deal with problems.
is the best kind of health care -- and
But too much stress, or chronic
the least expensive. At Blue Cross
over-stress, can lead to serious
, and Blue Shield and Delta Dental
health problems like high blood
of Kentucky we're concerned about
pressure, ulcers and other diseases.
rising health care costs_
Left uncontrolled, it could even lead
Write us for information on enrolling
to heart disease
in quality health care prepayment
Since you can't avoid all stress.
plans Blue Cross arid Blue Shield
learn how to control it. One of the
. and Delta Denial.of Kentucky-. - -best ways is simply to set aside
9901 Linn Station Road.
some time everyday to "do your
Louisville.. KY 40223
1.1•••

each.
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Liddy Breaks Silence
Concerning His Part
In Watergate Break-In
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Church Holds Anniversary

NEW YORK API-1
After a the covers over me In my
long silence, G. Gordon Liddy, right hand, lying alongside the
the convicted conspirator who right side of my body under
allegedly masterminded the the blanket, was the big ax
1772 Watergate break-in, has handle. I could sweep that
revealed details of has role in handle out in a second and
scandal — including -fears of knock two men off their feet
assassination for failing to by striking directly at their
carry out the burglary.
knees. In my left hand was the
In the book, excerpted in knife, and the pipe under my
this week's Time magazine, pillow. I was ready."
Uddy says he believed he was
He wrote:
going to be killed on orders
The attack
never
from the White House for materialized. No one wanted
failure to break-in at the to be the first to die. They
Democratic National Commit- were afraid, never having
tee
headquarters
in learned what I taught myself
Washington.
as a boy: defeat the fear of
The book also alleges Liddy death and welcome the death
was planning to kill of fear."
newspaper columnist Jack
Anderson because Anderson
had published information
which reportedly implicated a
US.agent abroad.
But the plan was vetoed by
Howard Hunt, I.iddy's
superior in the special White
Medical Explorer Post 803
House political sabotage unit.
of Murray-Calloway County
Liddy says an idea to drop
Hospital will hold its regular
LSD into Daniel Ellsberg's
meeting on Monday, April 14
soup at a dinner party was
at 7 p.m. in the private dining
foiled when White House aide
room of the hospital cafeteria.
Charles Colson delayed in apAnn Ingle and her husband
proving the plan. The idea was
Jim, will teach the third sesto discredit the former Pension of the First Aid course to
tagon guerrilla war specialist
Explorers.
who leaked classified
Business items for the
documents on the conduct of
meeting include the discussion
the war in Vietnam.
of the bylaws and new point
Liddy, who refused to plea
system.
bargain with prosecutors,
Any student 15-18 years of
served 52 months in jail,
age who is interested in a
longer than any of the other 25
career in the health care field
conspirators. He was released
is invited to attend any Exin September 1977.
plorer Post meeting according
Liddy says that when he was
to Post president Kim Marrs.
in prison, he suspected
prisoners were going to kill
Citation and Count Fleet,
him. So he armed himself,
with the guards' permission, each of whom paid $2.80 to win,
Kenbefore turning in for the night. are the shortest-priced
Derby winners since
"I lay down fully dressed ex- tucky
pari-mutuel betting was incept for shoes, and arranged troduced at Churchill Downs.

The St John's Missionary
13aptist Church &Deemed the
10th anniversary of their
pastor, the Rev. Charles E.
Timberlake, on Sunday, April
13, at a special service at 3
p.m. at the church.
Special guest speaker was
the Rev. Samuel White, pastor
of the Pilgram Rest Baptist
Church, Lexington, Tenn.
Members of Rev. White's
church were also in atten-

Donald Jones, 12, of troop 453 in Cross Plains,
Tenn.,
and John Overholts of troop 18 in Reidland, get some
help from TVA intern Pat Ross while studying for an
examination at a Forestry Weekend at Camp Energy in
TVA's Land Between The Lakes. The last of a series of five
Outdoor Enrichment courses, the session in forestry will
allow boyscouts from around the area to earn merit
badges.
TVA Photo by Kevin kinnamon

Lifesaving Class Offered
There will be an Advanced
Lifesaving Course offered at
Murray State University,
beginning April 28 and running through May 2. The course
will meet in the evening, Monday thru Friday from 6:30
p.m. to 9:30p.m.
In order to enroll in this
course persons must call the
Red Cross office at. 753-1421
and have your name placed on
the enrollment sheet. Students

must be 15 years of age to
enroll.
This will be the only course
offered this spring. Anyone
planning to work as a
Lifeguard this summer who
needs Red Cross Lifesaving
Certification should enroll in
this course. Only 25 students
may be accepted for the class.
If you have any questions
please feel free to call the Red
Cross office," a spokesman
said.
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FRONT-END ALIGNMENT
-YOUR CHOICE!
1788

$3988

Warranted 90 Days
Or 3,000
WNchever
Cornett First

LIFETIME'
ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT

You pay only once! from then on, we'll align
your car's front end at no charge every 5,000
miles or wherever It's mimed - for as long
as yen own your car No probierns No fosse
No kennel

maim

111.41

i.

• Inspect all lour tires • Set caster, camber. and toe to proper
•lignment • Inspect Suspension and steering systems
Most US, cars. Foreign cars at our option. Front wheel drive and
Chevettes
extra. Parts and additional services extra 11 needed

TOE-1•1

•UFETIME ALIGNMENT
Von as end as you Owl your car, se will recheck and &ism the
front sod 11 needed every 6
months or 5,0M miles -or rfO011•Wf 11••011.3. Valid only at the Goodyear Service
More where
purchased. 00sr does not cow, the repecenwnt of tiros and,'on parts that become
worn or
ellembiel. Agreement void if service work allschne the alignment Is
performed by any other
cuttet_
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12-Month Tune-Upl
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Standard Ignition tisnereci 54 lot Eiectronic Ignition

• Mut ONEMI ••• Starting system, • lestail new
rater, weft Hires, p5405, end condenser • Set dwelt and
hegira • Check.
n$C1t., and adjust Mobs as nowise •
Niue caebereter • Additional parts and services extra
11 needed
Any erne within one year of your tune-up. bring
your frivolo. and Frog Engine Analysis* certificate back to the Good ear StarvIc• Store that
PerfOrmed th• origins work They'll give your
car an electronic check-up, and 11 any ports replacement or ediustmen Is needed. and was part
of the original tyne-up, Gooch/oar will fix it free
of charge Up to three free analyesa

RETREAD PAIR OFFER!

Ovr Filly Inspected Goodyear Retreads Are A Mosey Sevin Valve!
2
"
f $34
Choose from
5 80-15, 8.50-15, 11.116-14 Bieck

2for$38 2for$52
Chases IrOM
076.14, C75-14 Black

Choose from
F78-14, 0711-14, H78-14, 0711-16,
H7/1-1S, J741-15, L78-15
Wacky/ail prices, non-radial conetruclion PET NOM WM to see
per tire depending on size No trade needed
Add WWI ler WillarielL

CHARGE IT!
APPLY TODAY FOR
YOUR GOODYEAR
CAR CARD!
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THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
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Need Luke Board of Directors.
The Murray minister is
dean of the First District Sunday School and BTU Congress,
is a member of the MurrayCalloway Chaplaincy Program, and served as president
of the Carter School PTA.
He and his wife, Virgil, have
two daughters, Noretha, 10,
and Cheme,4. His parents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Tunberlake of Lexington,
Terui

Grant Funding To Be
Increased By 28 Percent

Medical Explorer
Post To Meet
At Hospital

( THE

dance
Rev Timberlake entered
the muustry in 1965 having
been itemised and ordained by
the Ilinberlake Grove Baptist
Church. He is a 1971 graduate
of the American Baptist College, Nashville, Tenn., a
member of the Board of Directors of the Community
Development, a member of
the Human Rights Commission, and has served on the

• WE N PONESSIONAL WON • WE DO ONLY TM WNW YOU AUTINISIZE
• WE MIMI
WEEM-MIT PAM • WE NOM 011a AUTO SERVICE 1.11117E0 WAIMANTY
NATIONWIDE
LIMITED WARRANTY.All Goodyear
service Is warranted ton at Wiest 90
d•ys or 3,000 miles, whichever
cornea first—many •ervices, much
longer II warranty **Mc. Is ever
required, go to the Goodyear Ser-

vice Store whore the original work
was performed. and we'll fix it,
free If, however. you're more than
50 miles from the original store. go
to any of Goodyear's 1400 Service
Stores nstionwIde

Goodyear Service Store
St... Ream 7:30 cm. vet0 6:00 p.m. Mon. Sot

Store M aneaor,
Norwell Negation'

The National Rural Project
INR131 of the Center for Innovation and Development
1CIDi at Murray State
University will have federal
grant funding increased by 28
percent to $226,000 in 1980-81.
Dr. Doris Helge, CID director, said the increase of $51,000
from the $175,000 U.S. Office of
Education grant for the current year has been approved
despite a developing trend
toward cutbacks in federal
grant monies.
She added that the Bureau
of Education for the Handicapped of the U.S. Office of
Education will also continue to

Res.Samuel White

fund a $35,000 pre-service
grant in 1980-81.
The NRP research has been
cited as a "superior evaluation tool for Congress" by U.S.
Office of Education personnel
and convened panelists. A project management information
system disseminates research
and bibliographic review information to 10,000 rural constituents.
The pre-service grant or
"Dean's Grant" facilitates
College of Human Development and Learning curriculum review, revision and
dissemination.

Rev.C.E.Timberlake
wilbd Famih

CM(OF MURRWEENTUCKY
DELINQUENT TAXES
THE HEREIN BELOW LIST CONSTITUTES A LIST OF
INDIVIDUALS, FIRMS AND CORPORATIONS WHICH HAVE
FAILED TO PAY 1979 CITY OF MURRAY TAXES. THE AMOUNT
SET OPPOSITE THE TAXPAYERS NAME IS THE
AMOUNT OF DELINQUENT TAXES, AND INCLUDES PENALTY,
INTEREST AND PUBLICATION COST. W NOT
PAID PROMPTLY,LEGAL ACTION WILL BE COMMENSED
TO COLLECT FULL AMOUNT OF BILLS AND ANY UNPAID TAXES WILL BECOME A LIEN UPON THE DESCRIBED
PROPERTIES.
.10 CRASS
crry CLERK
CITY OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
DELINQUENT TAXES
1979
Name, Bill No., Map No.,Prop. Loc.
Amount
Adams,John B.,38,2-4-2, 1639 Miller
88.49
Allen, Kenneth, 119,9-5-19, 506 Pine
16.16
Barger, ZeLma J., 292,1-16-8, No. 16th
114.79
Barrow, Billy Faye,316A,4-24,206So. 15th
•• •.
92.96
4
Bea ugard,Georgia,370,Spruce St.
6 30
Bentley, Joseph,410,5-19-11,So, 13th
120.62
Berry, Joseph,415,6-5-31, Off Main
52.32
Berry Rental Property, 419-10-8-3A
147.67
Berry Rental Property,420, 10-8-3, 340 So. 4th
157.54
Blakely, George,472,9-19-10, Cherry & Walnut
14.83
Blanton, Virginia and Luke,494,9-30-15,Spruce St
114.95
Boyle, Marvin,616,2-2-11, 101 No. 17th
51.01
Burkeen, William E.,812,4-7-8, 314 Irvin Sub.. ".
85.19
Byrne, Roland F.,852, 7-20-4, 701 Vine
140.61
Cain, C. E.,857, 9-4-10,6th & Main
101.65
Coats,Terra, 1132,9-27-4, 1st St.
957
Coles, Lenice, 1191, 1-16-12, Five Points
35.88
Crass,Joseph H.,1344,42A-4-17,Plainview
178.93
Crider, Rowland H., 1377,9-15-14,212 No. L. P. Miller
35.88
Cunningham,Theodore R., 1439,9-25-7, 302 Cherry
58.91
Dibble, Ralph, 1538, 4-5-14, 1400 Sycamore
'6580
Dodson,Doyle W.,Jr., 1585, 41J-2-2, Meadow Wood
170.70
Drew, Barry William, 1660, 7-9-4, Vine & 9th
108.21
Evans, Ann T., 1865,2-1-11, 1702 Farmer
171.04
Fain, Jimmy, 1899, 7-12-18,19,Sycamore
561.97
Farmer,Bob Rice, 1929, 4-3-10, 106 So. 14th
108.21
Fitts, W. David,2049, 42G-3C, Chapel Hills
210.63
Forbus,Faye D.,2077,42C-1-12
218.70
Foster, Willie Lee,2099,9-24-1, 411 No. L. P. Miller
55.60
Graves, Linda Joyce,2427,9-28-4, 512 No. 1st
45.75
Gammons,L. D., n18,9-30-1A
630
Harding, Bert,2612, 9-31-16A, No. L. P. Miller
826
Hopkins,J. L. 2950,5-27-3, Holly Bush
509.03
Hopkins,Jerry L., 2951, 41P-50,Stadium View
165.24
Hubbard,Louise, 3041,9-27-3, lst St
826
Hubbard,Louise,3042, 9-30-7, 105 Pine
32.60
Hudspeth,Katherine,3052,9-29-3, 300 Pine
22.73
Hudspeth,Earl, 3051,9-30-8, 103 Pine
12.86
Huie, Meadow,3087, 9-6-21, No.6th
18.12
Hutson,0. H.,3164, 42C-4-8, Keenland
269.34
Jackson, HerschelS.,3205, 42P-6-6, Canterbury Eat.
171.21
Kelly, Larry W.,3494,7-9-27, Henry Addition
65.48
King, J. P., 3567, 9-9-20, 406 No. 5th
▪
75.34
King,Jerry D., 3569,9-30-2, 209 Pine
22.73
Koch, Robert K., 3612, 41-2-1, Horton Sub.
149.79
Martin,lony,3986, 42A-2-2, Catalina Dr
155.25
Marvin,Billy,3991, 1-12-14, College Terrace-282.49
Mathis, Wayne,4011,8-2-6,508So. llth
75.34
McGeehee,Desiree,4182, 9-29-1
26.01
Morgan,Terry L,Wm. Wahl,Salvatore Galgale,4490,1-18-8, Coldwater Blues
147.67
Musgrow,Gertie,4634, 9-19-13
562
Pace, Lillie Mae,4884, 7-7-30, Henry Add.
52.32
Pea,Ronnie L,5062,2+5, Miller Ave
122.68
Perry, Willie, 5109,9-24-4, 407 No. L. P Miller
19.44
Perry, Willie,5111, 9-29-8, 408 lot St
26.01
Petty, Artie M.,5118, 10-26-24, Pooltown
32.26
Poe, Joseph D., Jr., 5179, 9-26-5A, Ash
630
Ramsey,Richard A., 5288, 10-13-16, Roberts Indu
41.52
Reagan,Corbett Lee,5331,5-29-3, Broach Add
101.65
Reagan,Corbett Lee,5332, 5-25-12
16.14
Riley, Clayton,5451,41P-10,11,Stadium View
400.90
Robinson, Danny,5525,2-4-10, 1615 Miller
100.00
Robinson, Donald E.,5526,3-15-14
197.28
Robinson, Ronald Lee,5536, 42A-2-26, Plainview
136.18
Rutledge, Pete,5722, 7-7-15, 312 So. 9th
210.47
Skinner, Ernestine,6032, 9-27-9, 206 Pine
37.85
Skinner,John W 6034, 10-26-14, Pleasant Hill
21.90
Skinner, Mary Jane,6036,9-30-18, 120 Spruce
35.88
Smith, W. Alex,6136,1-11-11,12
49.03
Spann, Joe H.,6184, 4-3-7, West Main
300.30
Spann, Joe H.,6175, 6-5-35, 104 No. 12
111.50
Spann, Joe H.,6186, 3-12-25. 1302 Main
35.88
Spann, Joe H.,6187,5-23-2
318.64
Spann, Joe H.,6188, 3-12-26, 1306 weetMala
.118.09
Spann, Joe H.,6189, 3-23-24, 1300 Main
200.28
Spann, Joe H.,6190,6-5-34, 107 No. 12th St.
111.50
Summerville, Myra D.,6399,3-12-40, 114 No. 14th
233.16
Thomas, Kenneth W..6539, 42M-2-1, Gatesborough
138.21
Thomas,Mary Bob,6540,9.9.25, No.5th
103.28
Thorpe, Bobby Lee,6596, 9-19-2, Olive St
11.23
Walls, Harold,6957, 10-24-11, 401 No. L. P. Miller
. 10.89
A
Walls, Harold,6058, 10-25-10, So. I. P. Mille
68.75
,
Walls,James,6960,9
23-13, No. Cherry
95.15
Ward, Vera & Willie Reed,7002, 9-19-12, 206 Cherry
42.44
Warner, Vernon S., 7012, 421)-4-11, 1504 Clayshire
167.40
Wells, Billy, 70135, 41-178A
113.87
Wofford, Louise, 7380, Pleasant Hill
5 62
e
Interest dimwit 1/1/Ripim $3.9e publieatir fee
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ME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1

Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

2. Notice

2. Notice

6. help Wanted
wanted: MOWN to work
in autontabib dual* shop
No experience necessary Apply
in person, Srnyth's Body Shop
404 N 4th Street
Part time restaurant help
prefer mature lady in New Concord area Call 436-5496 for
appointment Cyprus Springs
Restaurant
Help

NOTICE AS TO TIME
OF REGULAR MEETINGS OF
SOUTH 641 WATER DISTRICT
The South 641 Water District of Calloway County,
Kentucky , has designated the fourth Monday of
each calendar month at 4:30 p.m.. local time, as its
regular meeting date, and has designated the law
offices of Harold T. Hurt, PSC, 105 North Sixth
Street, Murray, Kentucky, as the regular meeting
place of the District.
!Signed Carman Parks,Secretary,
South 641 Water District
THE
KENTUCKY
AUTHORITY
FOR
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION nil meet at 9 6.m
(Central Time) on
Tuesday April 22. 1980
in the BOARD OF
REGENTS ROOM on the
campus of Murray State
University.
This
meeting is open to the
public.

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Edgar 0
Ramsey Administrator of the
estate of Ewin Ramsey, deceased.- Exceptions to this settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before April 30. 1980, the-date
,
of hearmg
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Estelle
McDougal Executrix, of the
estate of Telous McDougal,
deceased Exceptions to this
settlement must be tiled in the
Calloway District Court on or
before April 30. 1980. the date
,
of hearing
vt.
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
in the Calloway District Court
All claims against these estates
should be filed with the
fiduciary within six months of
date of qualification.
•
Green. Mary F Oakley, 300 Elm
Street, Murray. KY. Deceased,
Paschall, Sylvester, Rt 4, Murray. KY. Executor
Frances W. Shea. Circuit Court
Clerk.

A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Joe G Dunn.
Executor of the estate of
Jessie G Dunn, deceased Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court sn or before April
30, 1980, the date of hearing
Frances W Shea Circuit Court
Clerk.
A final settlement of accounts
has been filed in the Calloway
__District Court by Sara Albaten Executrix, of the estate 'of
William B. Allbotten deceased
Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or before April
30 1980. the date of hearing
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk

2. Notice
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy. 759-4600
/
,
World Electrical
Designs
Introduces
M.R.B.
fleve.es lona or short term
paw for ,nformat.on write
Boo 102 Murray, Kentucky
Money Bock Goorontee

BIBLE CALL
Are all believers saved?
759-4141. Bble Story
759-4445.

inwst in your
future
to better ours.

Need
PlIntlifinieblag?
Bring as yew film to
olorstop

CARTER STUDIO
304 Main

753-8298

4 Piece Chicken Dinner, $2 50
2 piece Chicken Dinner. $1 60
Kentucky Lake Fiddlers. $2 75
21 piece Shrimp Dinner
$3 15 Country Way Cale 121
outh at Cherry Corner

Office Space For
Rent. Call 7537618 after 5:00
FOR SALE
Like any 'first rate outfit. the
I. nited States Siii%s is only as
strong as the men and women
ysho represent it So. were
ready to put J little stock in sou
if sou can cut the grade
Through our Nasal Reser.e
Officers' 1 raining Corps. sou
can get J Iwo or four year
scholarship at one of oser
50 leading colleges and
unisersities
And that includes tuition.
fees and books. Plus. you get
$100 a month This scholarship
is valued at 516-25.000. depending on the school And
that's a lot of bucks.
You benefit. And,so do we.
Because when you graduate.
you'll he a Naval officer. You'll
have world travel and leadership ahead of you, as pan of
our team. the United Stales
Navy.
So. hurry. See if you qualify.
Visit your local Navy recruiter,
or call toll-free 800-841-8000.
In Georgia. call 800-342-5855
Well be in touch in no time.
because our future depends on
you.
Naval ROTC.
An Insestment In The Euiure

135 mm, F2.8,
telephoto lens. Call
'53 5322 after 4 p m
What we do best is care
Needline, 753-6333

5. Lost and Found
. on
Rowe Boxer
and white with white on
face and neck lost Sal
night around the Big K
Childrea's pet
area
wearing red collar. CaN
75 Found: Black pregnant cat, no
collar Call 753-5995.
Found: part Collie, part German
Shepherd puppy. Female, black
and tan Call 753-5804.

Scotts Turf
Baader at

Starks
Hardware
Poplar

sit
12M B,
753-1227

PEANUTS
Ms' GRANDPARENTS JUST
60T BACK FROM CALIFORNIA

Secretary. 20 hours per week
Send resume, salary requirements, and recent photo
to PG.Box 32 U. Murray, KY
Wanted experienced small
engine mechanic Only experienced need apply Richard
Small Engine Service, 4928519
Wanted housekeeper for one
day a week Call 753-4674
before 10 AM or after 6 pm
Lawn mowtng lobs and cleaning. Call 753-5476_
Qualified nurse aid seeks work
alsprivate
950
duty sifter 759Would like to cut grass in the
Main and 12th Street area Call
753-6233 from 8 AM til 4 PM.
Will babysit in my home or
yours 753-0914.
Want to mow yards through
summer Call 753-8268, ask for
Lorne.
Want cemetanes to mow. Call
247-3693.

14. Want To Buy

6. Help Wanted
Models over 18 for television,
photography, trade shows,
department stores, fashion.
promotions. Call (212) 7518113 from 12 to 5 PM for appointment. 1756 Broadway, ,
N.Y.C. Suite 5D-GRS advertising

15. Articles For Sale

Driver delivery of a small household appliance. Must be neat and furnish own transportation.

PAID VACATIONS
For personal interview call Monday only
(502)759-1345

BUT IiC) RATNER VISIT A
ROOT BEERERY

Fee..

nOical•

SOAP AND WATER
NEVER HURT
A N YO NE

Aluminum extension ladders.
14', $31 99, 16', $38.99. 20'
$54.99, 24'. $69.99. 28'.
$94.99. 32', $130.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Noma Office
Desk?
We hove 24 extra good
used metal desks at a
good, low price!

Wiggins
Furniture
Hwy 641 North
753-4566

AM-FM Stereo tape deck and
turn table combination, $125.
Also an antique player piano in
excellent condition. Call 7530387
80 gallon hot water heater,
motor hoist, belt vibrator, roller
massager. All in good condition. Call 753-0129.
Dune buggy for sale. Also a
motorcycle trailer. Call 4354383.
For sale: Air compressors and
air conditioners. Come by Dill's
Electric.
For sale: Three loads of used office furniture; chairs, desks,
safes, file cabinets, tables.
New stacking chairs for churches
restaurants.
and
Fiberglass and plexiglass. Ross
& Sons Salvage Mdse., Inc.,
Martin, TN 38237 Phone
(901)587-2420. Open Mon.Fri., 7.30 to 5:30. Sat. 730 to
300.
Purple Martin houses. 6 room.
$23,99: 12 room $3699, 18
room. $49.99; 24 room,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Plastic pipe sale. CPVC hot
water pipe. 11"x10', $1 60, 311"x10'. $3,19 Schedule 40
plastic pipe, 111"x10', $3.29;
2"x10', $3.99, 3"x10'. $8 90;;
4"x10', $11 99. Wallin Hardware, Paris.

16. Home Furnishings
Commodes White $39.99. colors $54.99 Wallin Hardware,
Par is
Wicker Queen size headboard
Call 435-4290

TO 54VE THE CAPTIVES
OF 'THE ROPE PEOPLE,
MY FATHER PE RFORMEP
THREE MORE
FEATS.

NOT YET. 'YOU MuST
E-5CAPE OUR HUNTING
PARTY FROM CAWN iH
TO DUSK .THEY MOVE
AT 10. 60.'

Super C Farmall 3 pieces of
equipment plus 6 mower Ex
cellent condition $2000 Call
(9011 642-6431 after 6 pm
Tillers, 5 hp, chain dove Briggs
& Stratton engine $229 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN

26. TV-Radio

30. Business Rental

business ,s gleatI Vie have
some terrific bargains on tradeins, 12" 13", 19" and 25'
Color and b/w t.v.'s Even a
combination t v and stereo
$20 and up Clayton s J & B
Music 753-7575

Business or office space
available for rent or lease
Close to court square. Private
customer parking Call 7534109

For sale Dune bum $900
753-7550

Two repossesed 25" color t a s,
remote control Take up small
monthly payments Warranted
1 8 B Music, 753-7515

22. Musical •

27. Mobile Home Sales

If you think renting a piano or
organ is cheaper than buying
you have not shopped at
Clayton's 1 & B Music, Dixieland Center. Murray
Repossesed piano balance due
or monthly payments, Also
practice pianos. J & EI)Ausic,
753-7575

Challenger mobile home,
I4x44 vacant 16 months old,
one owner Underpinned, airconditioned canopy over patio
and steps, stove and
refrigerator Located in Fox
Meadows Trailer Court Call
David Lyons, 753-6351 or Ruth
Ford 554-4133
Extra nice 1971 Wino mobile
home, 1240. 2 bedrooms,
large living room with
fireplace, recently remodeled.
354-6493

20. Sports Equipment

23. Exterminating

9. Situation Wanted

Want to buy. Junk cars. Call
474-8838 after 5 pm

$7 PER HOUR, FULL TIME
$3.50 PER HOUR,PART TIME
Early Bird
Special

Part time day and night help
Apply in person, K & N
Rootbeer. 4th and Sycamore

19. Firm Equipment

Kelly's Termite
Pest Centro!
Phone 75339i4

24. Miscellaneous
For sale Black raspberry
plants. Canna bulbs, Mums to
give away Call 753-4684 after
5 pm.
Heavy duty typewriter table, in
excellent condition, $50 Call
753-1292 between 9 AM and 5
PM
Lawn mower battery, 24 month
guarantee. $24.99 exchange
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Marine batteries. 36 month
guarantee. $34.99 exchange.
60 month guarantee. $44 99
exchange. Wallin Hardware,
Paris
Swimming pool distributor has
surplus of brand new first
quality above ground family
pools complete with filter, ladder, deck and stairs completely
installed only $895 Terms arranged. Call warehouse Ask for
Randy In Kentucky call Toll
Free 1-800-292-9438, Indiana
and Illnois, call collect 502458-1562

25. Business Services
HMO'S ICE CREAM PARLOR
Will prepare any amount of
chicken for picnics or dinners
Only 494 a piece for orders
more than 30 pieces Can pack
it so it will be hot 3 hours later
One day advance notice needed
on large orders. Coldwater
Road, 753-3604.

26. TV Radio
For sale RCA 01-100 color t v
excellent condition, $450. Cali
759-4152 after 4 pm.
Starduster CB antenna with 50'
large coax 40 channel Robyn
mobile radio, $65 Call 7533793.
AMIN&

1260 Mobile home
3
bedroom 437-4808
USED MOBILE HOMES Own
your own home and fight inflation Guaranteed and completely reconditioned. 10', 12',
14' wide (Free) Delivery West
End Mobile Homes, Highway 60
West. Paducah, 442-1918

28. Mob. Home Rents
Two bedroom mobile home.
central heat and air, underpinned, $75 deposit, $120 per
month 753-3855.

Four stall auto shop for rent in
Murray 753-7357 Of 7534509

32. Apts. For Rent
Duplex for rent, all appliances
carpeted
central vacuum
system, electric heat and air
753-2437
Furnished apartment near
downtown Murray Call 7534109
For rent One bedroom apartment, furnished, $75 Per
month plus deposit. Call 753
5548.
famished sportsman,. 2
harpoons. $130 per
me. CM 733-4937 Of
753-1951 efts, 5 p.m.
Furnished apartments, one or
two bedrooms Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th 753-6609,
For rent One bedroom garden
apartment, carpeted. range.
refrigerator, disposer, private
patio Call 753-7550.
Two bedroom apartment for
rent. Also a three bedroom
apartment for rent. Call 7539240 Monday through Friday.

STAFF NURSES
C•Wwoll Comity War Almonwial Notspltal Is son the
Mosel We have Ionamairsts sposaiass for 11111's mks
meat to boo• part of • proirorssivs teem of hal*
prolosslomals. We have rocostly oposood • now
Easorrimmy Dopariumsat In•new Assisalatory Cara
Wing. °pintails svallablo In Olt
Ms,
MoslicallSarskol waits - f•M sod part-tkno.
*MANIMIIIII STAVIN.SALARY:$6.00 per hour.
Bose pay $1 2,480 first year.
*HOF! WIEREIMAL: $.60 per hour on 3-11
and 11,-7 shifts
* HALATION: Two weeks at the end of your first year.
*LITE INSURANCE: Provided at no cost to you.
*NOUDAYS: Six paid holidays PLUS a personal
privilege day each year.
*RETIREMENT PROGRAM: Provided at no cost
to you.
*MOSPITAL1ZATION INSIIIIATICE: Single Blue
Cross., Blue Shield provided at no cost to you.
*MANY OTHER OBIEFITS: Including Birthday
Holiday and leaves of absence, sick leave and
merit program.

Costae the Marshes Office, CakIwoll Cisaiity War
Msonorial Hospital; P.O. Box 110; Prlacotioa, Kentacky 42415 sr call(502)345-3511, Ext•asi•• 137.

46111111111111111111r

WHO IS SELLING PROPERTY
IN THIS CRAZY ECONOMY?
WE ARE
(1980 Sales Record)

Two bedroom
meat All
refrigerator,
washer and
disposal. cent
Call 753-7550
Two bedroom
new, no pets
quired Call
Pm

3411Vuse:

Two bedroom
No pets. Will
lease Deposn
753-2987 afte
Three bedroom
chen. dining rt
carpeted, (Ail
753-9240 Mon
day.
Two bedroom
bedroom trail!
Aurora area. C
437-4617.

36. For Rer

Mi
Were
Storer
For I
753-

For lease. Proft
retail space. T
North. 753-755

38. Pets-Su

AKC German
pies. Call 502-5

Basic and Ads,
qience classes
structions, Alsa
protection trair
and ages from
Professional
2858.
egistered An
Spitz puppies !

41. Public!

Yard sale, An
Hall, Wednesday
April 16th and
5:30. Clothes ft
Cherry's, and Mi

1975-NF-265 Die
191444(165E4
4 low Hatt Col
4 Rev Joke ken
Itve Nov Halal
1974-Mf-300 Cm
197540-24 Con
IWO Cos. 434 11
ford 3 et Hiki
2 En C ants*
Uwe Wegorn-111
2-9% Tiflis* Wbs
tai 3 pt Hill
1976 Cbev Grain
1971 Dedae Deal
31/2 mass ea
Kay, 75341

Sold...Brick home near MSU-priced in 30's.
Sold...Three bedroom-1 1,2 story-located in city.
Sale Pending...Frame home in Providence area with large lot-priced in 30's.
Sold...Brick home with large garage apartment-priced in 40's.
Sale Pending...Maintenance free home (aluminum siding) PI story home
Leased W/Opticia...Commercial property located near Ky. Dam.
Sold...3 bedroom home located south of city-priced in 50's.
Sold.. Acreage located in the lake area.

Buildings!! Last chance at
these prices. All steel clear
span buildings (Major Mfg.)
20'x24'x10' for $2.896.00 •
30'x413.x12' for $3,886 00 •
40'xI8'x14' for $4.807.00 •
48)02'04' for $6.897 00.
F.0,B Factory. Call collect today 614/294-2675 til 8 pm.
Chain saw chains, 3/8 pitch
for 16" bar, $1025. 20".
$11.99, 24", $14.55. Wallin
Hardware, Parts, TN.
For sale Three 12' Ford top
plows 436-2552

Sold Thru MIS.. Three bedroom tri-level located in county on acre lot.

Lawn mower. 18" cut, like
new. Call 153-9512.
Massey Ferguson 235. like new.
wagon tn excellent condition,
200 gallon traitor type sprayer
Call 492-8429 after 4 pm
Red belly Ford for sale 4385856

Two bedroon
rent Also a
apartment to
9240 Monday
Two bedrcv
Available Apo
9240.

ALL THIS PLUS
* RURAL NOSPITAL INCENTIVE COMPENSATION: A first year incentive
bonus payable to the full and parttime RN immediately upon employment. A big "extra" for summer
fun.

19. Farm Equipment

4020 John Deere with duals,
plows, disc, and chisels 430
Case with plow and drsc Call
753-0248 or. 753-2893

32. Alts._.1

TALK 1

Sold Thru MIS...Three bedroom brick with family room located 121 South
Sold...Apartment Complex with garage apt.-priced in 30's.
Sale Pending...Commercial lot zoned B-2.
Sold...Lot in Gatesborough
Sale Pending...Business-local retail and service.
Sale Pending...New brick home-three bedroom-2 baths located northwest of city.
Sale Pending...3 bedrodm brick, family room,2 baths located near hISU
Sale Pending...3 bedroom with unique floor plan located south of city

Grituv
"
21.
LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
'liii

OVER 5(
FROM

753-1492
1200 Sycamore

COMPUT
QUALITY TAI

BEST COPY AVAIL/

PAGE II THE MURRAY,Ky.,LEDGER & TIMES, Maeda'', APIt 14,1200

LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
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32. Apts. For Rent

41. Public Sale

Two bedroom apartment for
rent Also a three bedroom
apartment for rent Call 7539240 Monday through Friday
Two bedroom apartment.
Available April 1st Phone 7539240
Two bedroom townhouse apartment. All carpet, range,
refrigerator.
dishwasher.
washer and dryer hookup.
disposal, central heat and air.
Call 753-7550
Two bedroom duplex, brand
new, no pets and deposit re
quued Call 753-9400 after 7
pm

43. Real Estate

Having a yard sale?
Then pickup your free
yard sale signs from
the Gallery of Homes
office on Highway 641
N. in The Village Shopping Center just
across from the
Boston Tea Party.
JOHN SMITH

753-7411

34. Houses For Rent

AROUND 1 Hi CLOCK

Two bedroom house for rent
No pets Will sign long term
lease Deposit required Call
753-2987 after 3-30 pm
Three bedroom house, large kitchen. dining room, living room.
carpeted, utility room Call
753-9240 Monday through Friday.
Two bedroom house and two
bedroom trailer for rent. in
Aurora area. Call after 3 pm,
437-4617

43. Real Estate

five
artem Tier
War

137.
IMML.

197541F-265 Diesel Tracks
84,444.44
197414F-10 Diesel Trader
4,544.00
I he Thrift Celina*
&OM
I toe lobo Deere Drill HAI 1240
1,541.10
2 Rev Mn HellaW Toluca Setter
•
440.04
197441F-300 Coebiee Diesel-Rase he iriS
1975-MF-24 Core Header 2 Raw
12,000.00
1964 Cis, 430 Tractor
1 000.00
Ford 3 pt Hitch Hewer
350.00
2 Rea Ulnae
100.00
Nara Illegoasiabber Tier
230.00 ea.
2-91S TrIline Wheel Discs
1000,00...
1-6 Roy 3 pt Nita Spray
300.00
197i Cher Grain Trick
9 000.00
197134ot Dem Track
2,000.00
Sold is is, not deiveredi
21/i miles east of Army es Von Cl.... Rood. Coll Jim
Koly, 753-8697 or Pardon' L Therwee Ins. 753-4451.

52. Boats and Motors
#

511OUT NALTY, INC
1
Y
......
r towl.'s

Wom lele• mews W
ewer be,ml..1.1

1979 Camillo

EARNS ONUS

Bonito

museum

FOR SALE
Ideal wooded building
site consisting of 3.18
acres and located in
Graves County 9 miles
Southwest of Mayfield
at intersection of Hwy.
45 and Bell Road. This
is a choice piece of
property and priced
very reasonably at
$5500, and owner will
finance.
Phone
Kopperud Realty, 7531222 for more information.

LAKI AMID liKIKATIONAL
1110PERT1
listings needed! Offices
Cocrit to Coast Buyers horn
Everywhere -Free- Cotoplog

GOODMAN ST.
This makes house
sense! Newly carpeted
and decorated 3 BR., 2
Bath, B.V. home with
all slighter stove for
economy. Also, central heat and air, double garage, 128' x 195'
lot and located near
Shopping Center,
RAILROAD AVE.
Commercial building
and lot, chain-link
fence. 2 panelled offices and bath, elec.
heat. Covered loading
dock. Excellent location and priced right at
$16,500.00.

753-8080

Ye I. haw Leer
117
9 (*Yee., Ad

753-0116
Anytma

Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors about our VIP Referral
Service because changing
homes is enough trauma by
itself In a word it's called adjustment Moving from home to
home and neighborhood to
nieghbor hood
After we sell your home, we
pride ourselves on knowing the
neighborhood that awaits you
elsewhere The schools, parks.
shopping lacilities. Now for the
ingenious part VIP Referral
may also find a buyer for your
present home from another city, then help that family adjust
to your neighborhood Sound
familiar? It's the same thing
we do for you someplace else
Call 753-1492 for helpful information on this service.

WNER FINANCIN
AVAILABLE
Lovely home with over
3,000 sq. ft. of living
area, 3 baths, central
gas heat and central
air. Fireplace in family room and in recreation room. Recently insulated to T.V.A.
specifications. Owner
will finance at 12%.
Phone Kopperud Really, 753-1222, for
courteous, competent
real estate service.
T.L.C.
Tender Loving Care is
evident when you inspect this 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. The great
location is ideal for
your family,in the city
school district. Low
utility bills are
featured with gas heat
and R-19 insulations.
Large eat-in kitchen
and family room opening on to the patio
make this a home
you'll love to call your
own. Owner being
transferred. Priced in
the 50's. At Kopperud
Realty we're bringing
the 1980's home to you!

46. Homes For Sale
By owner 4 bedroom tri-level
1102 Doran Call 759-4868.
For sale by owner 4 bedroom
house in Sedalia Central gas
heat large garage, garden,
across from school. Priced to
sell. Possession with deed. Call
753-0848

53. Sernces Offered
AA-1 ALL TYPES home remodel
and
maintenance
in
"Wilson! We'll soon be forty-six, and not one References Guaranteed work
Free estimates Call 753-8948
opinion poll has called us yet."
or 753-2501 after 5 pm.
Air-conditioning
and
49.
Used Cars
46. Homes For Sale
refrigeraton. service work on all
1966 Galaxy 500 Ford, 4-door, brands Used air-conditioners
4
Brick,
good condition, 68,000 miles, and refrigerators for sale Bill
bedroom, $300 Call 753-3793
Rollins. 753-0762.
1971 LTD Ford. $215 Call 759- Brick patio's and walks. Free
1630 sq. ft.,
estimates Have references.
one and a half 1202
1976 Monte Carlo, good condi- Call 753-6581
bath home. tion 767-6617.
cleaning
Carpet
free
Well
i n - 1976 Mercury Cougar XR-7 estimates, satisfied references.
Vibra-Vac steam or dry cleansulated, even 43.000 miles. like new, $2800 ing.
Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning.
Hatcher Auto Sales, 515 S 12th
beneath floor- St
753-5827.
s. Electric heat 1971 Mercury for sale. Ex- Concrete and block work Block
basements, driveways.
air. Meticulou- cellent running condition, garages.
$200. Call 753-8040 or after 5 walks patios, steps, free
estimates Charles Barnett.
main- pm 753-0665.
sly
tained. 1605 1977 Olds 98 Regency, loaded, -753-5476.
in excellent condition, fully Call Bob's Home IMPrcivement
Belmont Driv- equipped,
silver-gray. Call 753- Home repairs, remodeling cone. Call 753- 9694 days. 753-4097 evenings. crete work. 7534501

2503 between
5:30 and 7:30
p.m.
Appraisal value
$48,000 firm!

47. Motorcycles
Dune buggy, extra nice. Call
489-2670
1971 Honda CT-70 mini bike.
perfect condition, $275 Call
759-1726
1978 Yamaha St Special. Lots
of extras. Like new Sharp. Call
759-1848 or 753-6821.
1979 Yamaha 650 Special.
2300 miles. plus like new Electro helmet Must sell Call 7532871

48. Auto. Services
Battery $29.95 exchange. 3
year warranty. New Concord
Grocery, 436-5353.
Opel, Datum, parts and repair.
474-2325.
Two new Goodyear Suburbanite
snow tires with studs, mounted
on wheels. Will fit Chevrolet
Camaro. 1968-69 Chevrolet,
Size G 78x14 $90. Call 7532796.

49. Used Cars
1977 Cutlass, extra sharp color
scheme, 35.000 miles, cruise.
other extras. Pioneer cornponenet stereo system opbona'. 753-1336
1970 Chevelle new motor, new
transmission. new stereo. 7536534.

1973 Capri 2000, 60,000
miles, 33 plus mpg, must sell
to pay debt. 753-9677.
1973 Datsun 2402, automatic,
AM-FM tape player, mags, douFor sale By Euin Bizzel, 4 ble sharp! Call 759-1157 after
bedroom house in Draffermlle 5 pm.
Large living room, kitchen, 1950 Ford Club Coupe. Good
utility, bath and garage. 527- condition. Runs good $1200.
1764
Phone 753-1271 days
Three bedroom duplex. kitchen For sale: .1974 Vega wagon,
appliances furnished Call 753- $595. 1975 Lemans. $1295.
7947.
1803 College Farm Road

F

FULL PRICE
FINANCING
CAN RE ARRANGED

194",260 hp 1,0
power steering, S S
Prop •full vinyl cover
custom Tandem axle
troiter, Shipwosh Boar
and Molar Coll 759
1872

Street Rushy

43.2 Acres near Kentucky Lake,
$16,800. .$388 per acre.
Owner financing at low rates
Call Spann Realty Associates,
BUILDING Lars
753-7724.
We have listed several
We're sold on your house
choice building lots,
before we sell it. Our theory is
wooded and unwoodsimple We take the time to
ed. Two of these lots
know your house, price it corare in Riverwood Subrectly, and discover it's distincdivision and owner
tive features. Because were
wants offer. Also 2
sold on it, it's much easier to
36. For Rent Or lease find the right buyers and close choice wooded lots
the sale. Then we even save you
east of Murray, 2
time after the sale by helping
Mal
miles.
Phone
with time-consuming paperKopperud Realty, 753Warehouse
work It's all a matter of spen1222, for all your real
ding our time wisely so it
Storage Space
estate needs.
doesn't waste yours. This is lust
for Neat
another reason you should cal
753-4751
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors today at 753-1492. Look us over before you look
We're the Neighborhood Pro- around .When you're ready to
For lease: Professional office or
jessionals
buy a home, you need a lot of
retail space. The Village, 641
questions answered. Like what
North. 753-7550.
Punkas 8, Thermals' kind of financing is best?
38. Pets-Supplies Where are the schools? ShoppInsurance &
ing Centers? What about the
AKC German Shepherd pup-_,
paperwork that's usually involvNeal Estate
pies. Call 502-554-2153.
ed? Get the lump on these and
Southside Cour t Squore
Basic and Advanced dog obe-.
other questions by calling Centikeeray, Kentucky
thence classes and private intury 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors,
753-4451
structions. Also tracking and
at 753-1492. We have just this
protection training. All breeds
kind of information that makes
and ages from 2 months up. We have a five acre mini-farm your house hunting easier
Professional instructor, 436- with fine southern exposure
2858.
hillside suitable for a solar or
kevstered American Eskimo earth type home. Property is
Spitz puppies. 502-554-2153. located on a blacktop road near
the lake. This can be purchas41. Public Sale
ed with a low down payment
Yard sale, American Legion and the balance' financed at
Hall, Wednesday and Thursday, 101
"
Ir BOY MAJORS
/
2%. John C. Neubauer Reak
April 16th and 17th from 8 tit Estate, 1111 Sycamore St.
REAL ESTATE
5:30. Clothes from The Place, Murray. 753-0101 or 753753-8080
Cherry's, and Mademosille.
7531

FARM EQUIPMENT
FOR SALEI

OM-

43. Real Estate

NORNIIKKLE BARBER SNOP
2•9 Webbed'Meet

Closed All Day Wed.
NEW MKS MIRE:
Saturday 7:30 tit 5:00
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
Prise of
PIKE SUAVE 75'
IIAINCIPIS1.18
. Foe Wwelooli House Calls please Coe 153 3645 ow day ;n onsvont•
Now,P.,151.c Serves,

ENCINO

GROUND 24' X 24:11 5'

,ILTER
LINE R
DECK
JE NC E
LADDER

$4995"

IRSVAllED

ty.
INSTALLATION INCLUDED
POOLS OS LEVEL GROUND

operator on

Duty 24 Hrs.
Call 7 days

50 DIFFERENT MODELS
FROM 999" TO '9900"

OVER

a week

(502) 966-4258

FPENGUIN POOLS

OF KY., INC.
COMPLETE LIRE OF
ismotar TA SEX CNENICAlSI 310, Fern Maley Reed,
Swift 104, Lewisville, Ky. 40213
I Pe•_ ke.

COPY AVAILABLE

vw.....ove Col I wins.. Owe a

bug.clew maim.?
Cd esI
CARTER STUDIO
304 Alain

753-5298

, • Al) sp
4014V.4VAR

It's Spring Planting Time!
Anima 7V-$2.11
ha**, ve.• OM. sYs mid
.11.1.0.. 6••••., ••••••••
know bogie Oyes, Ye. *oh. cett.
keen ewe,.
el. hove ineo ••*s nv, Mart deo/mode *rye vow Nob
Mown* shrubs ••••-r•Ons
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Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper And Save For A Handy Reference)

...
•
•

ii•
•
•

Radio Cab Company ,

753-5$41)
1212 MAIN

Se* vs ford yew plant needs.
Orme 7 Deys- Nears I tit 6

Hutchens Plant Form
Greenhouses
901-712.3406
Loa/hid 6I/.2 miles
Ky.
Non of
Toni woof ef Stets
Line Rd. ht Nand,
/
2 soles, ten
go 51
left. 1 mile

I

MAGIC NAT

16
-74,Z le 1

,„

PHOPY

ot

L

•Aik
•4
•..
•
•
00

Taxi Cab Service
6 A.M.-MIDNIGHT
7 DAYS A WEEK

Fre

OMEN

anteAA

Tobacco and pole barns built.
Barns also repaired and resided Free estimates Call 7530663
Will haul driveway white rock
and Ag lime, also have any type
of brown or white pea gravel
Also do backhoe work. Call
Roger Hudson 753-4545 or
753-6763
Wet basement? We make wet
basements dry work completely guarenteed Call or write
Morgan Construction Co ,
Route 2, Box 409A, Paducah.
KY 42001, or call day or night.
1-442-7026
Willie's interior or exterior
painting, 12 years experience
Free estimates! Call after 5 pm.
759-1867
Wilt mow lawns. Call 753-7582.
ask for Dean Hainsworth
Will plow and disc gardens
Call 753-1973 or 753-3413.

VERNON'S WESTERN STORE

CUSTOM
CANETS &KITCHENB CUSTOM
WOODWORKING
NORM MILT 81111111171111
•0011•11 NW IITTOOW

•

WI heel driveway
whits run and Ag
Also have washed
grave& CM 429-2372.
RONNIE PEA

CASH!

JERRY'S

•Ree- ,

M•lot

CITY STIoli

Ken's Lawn Mower repairs and
sales, Overbey Road Call 75386%
Licinsed Electrician and gas installation heating installation
and repairs Call 753-7203
Lawn mowing Reasonable
rates Call 759-1101
Mitchell
Blacktopping
driveways and small lobs a
speciality, also patching and
seal coating. 753-1537

S3 Services Offered
Mechanic work done Tune-up.
brikes complete overhauls
Reasonable rates Call 753
8696 between 8 AM and 4 PM
MOBILE HONE ANCHORS,
roofs sealed and underpinning Aluminum or fiberglass
Also patio awnings and carports. single or double lack
Glover 753-1873 after 6 pm
Need work on your trees? Topping pruning shaping complete removal and more Call
eovErs TREE SERVICE for
professional tree care, 7538636

Tree service Complete removal
or pruning Experienced with
references. Call after 5 Om,
7534)211.
Tractor work, bushhogging,
plowing, discing. blade work.
1964 and 1966 Triumph TR Carpentry service. Whatever gardens Free estimates Gall
or
new,
needs,
quality
old
your
4's. Good engines, poor bodies
753-7400 or 753-2632.
Best offer over $300. Serious work. Can 753-0565
calls only 767-2459.
COURTNEY SMALL
Carpet cleaning, Joe Smith
ENGINE REPAIR
1970 Torino, 302, 2BBL. 4- Carpet Center, professionally
Mowers Tillers Chornsows,
door, good shape, $700. Call done. Free estimates Call 753Fost Service, Guaranteed
6660.
753-3793,
55.Feed And Seed
VIO(1( Will pickup and dehver..
Do you need a carpenter? We
50. Used Trucks
753-4864.
Forrest seed beans Call 435do paneling, additions or what
4429
1970 Chevrolet half ton truck, have you! All work guaranteed
$800. Call 753-1631 or 767- Call 436-2516.
2411.
Driveways and parking areas
Home window cleaning, no job too large or small,
1970 Ford Bronco, 302 3- white rocked and graded. Free
speed, good condition 759- estimates! Clifford Garrison,
reasonable rates, inured and experienced. Call 759-1176
1943 after 5 pm
753-5429.
day or night
For sale 1975 Chevy van Call Ed's Workshop. Furniture repair
759-1733.
and refinishing. custom wood
1969 Ford cast iron, power working, finish carpentry,
steering. 10' gravel dump bed general maintenance. (5021
GOLD & SILVER
WANTED
2-speed axle Call 753-4343.
354-6238.
PAYING
For sale 1978 Chevrolet diesel Electrical and_,, plumbing
pickup, excellent condition repairs, by the labor hour. Well
SILVER COINS
United States
pumps repaired Call 474Phone 753-7752 or 753-8689
11964 and Before)
SILVER
:5
9
2507.
1970 Jeep truck with topper.
DOLLARS
Half Dollars
F
ast,
efficient
plumbing,
elec$2000 Call 753-5889.
1935 and Before
Quarters
local; and all types repair
Dimes
51. Campers
service charge 759work. No se
Half Dollars
1974 Coachman. very nice con1965 thru 19691
Paying Guth for
dition, 231
/
2 ft. with awning, Fence sales at Sears now. Call
War Nickels 11943-45
STERLING
roll-up antenna. Also other Sears 753-2310 for free
SILVER
camping extras. Includes hit- estimates for your needs.
GOLD SCRAP
ch. Ready to camp for $4,000
We buy anything markSears.
Guttering
Sears
by
conWill consider selling towing
ed STERLING. Spoons,
Any1/1111g marked IRK, 14K.
vehicle Call 753-7839 after 4 tmous goners installed per Broken
knives,forks, plates, tea
rings. bracelets, Jewelry
specifications.
your
Call
Sears chains, watches, bullion, naseta,
on weekdays
service, candlesticks,
etc
753-2310 for free estimates.
trays, trophies, jewelry.
52. Boats and Motors Insulation
Wedding Deede-Doetal Geid Old
blown in by Sears. lleustkips - Wake ewes If it's marked Sterling
Boat, motor, and trailer. 15' save on these high heating and NNW Rigs - arms,etc. Ellde
we will buy it.
Cherokee aluminum, 35 horse cooling bills. Call Sears, 753Evinrude, electric, start. All 2310, for free estimates.
Allowing $10-$1 In merchandise. Prices subject to
three for $550. 753-9986.
change due to market.
PAINTING
Mark Twain with 150 hp MerResidential. Farm
cury motor, and trailer for sale
and Commercial
Spray. brush & roller
Call 753-3934
15 Yrs. Experience
Sunday 1 p.m.-4 p.m.
Sailor's delight. 14' Sloop,
RALPH WORLEY
Weekdays & Saturday
fiberglass, trailer included
436-2353
Oryameit Plaza elkirrey
9 a.m.-9p.m.
$1095 Call 753-1202

753-1441

WAN 31'1111"
001.10,1 0•••••.••••

WE SERVICE All WARE POOL*
,

Heating and plumbing. electrical appliance work. trailer
work Call 753-0357
Home building, cabinet mak,ng., and home remodeling Call
Damon Lovett, 753-4449
it your furniture automobile
or boats aren't becoming to
you then they should be corn
mg to us for we try hardest to
please Wayside Upholstery,
753-5361 or 753-6488
lack s Blacktop Paving and
patching Also seal coating
Reasonable prices Phone 7531537

"Osiaessey Sweeping
IN the flew old
tradithms"
lesheets 434-2731

Police

Phone 753-5351 or 753-5352

_

895" INSTALLED

TALK TO THE EXPERT

er

53. Services Offered

Sheriff

153-3151

753-1621

Hugh's
Welding Shop

Murray-Calloway

General Wokliog,
Wading

753-5131

County Hospital

Portehis isErVite.

Ponce
753-1621
Frio
Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
100S. 130 St
Murray,Ky

753-3914

Lawn Meyer
and Tiler

Twos-Up

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

4354434

753-6952

Hinman's
Rentals

Carrier
Quality Service

prism, woo,

Company

~et.
peeler eel seeareee reek mid

11111Mme,

H90,P,Illp

me_ .

Sciei-ooritis

753.4703 .

Service

902N. lath Street
Mw-rat.

twl
Deportment.
kl
mientt

753-9290

-
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New Members
Announced At
The Oaks Club

Deaths & Funerals

Final Rites Held
For Virgil Nanney

MU

I

T. Marvin Colson
Dies Sunday With
Rites On Tuesday

The funeral for Virgil F
Thomas Marvin CoLson of
Nanney, 1311 Sycamore
Almo was pronounced dead on
Street, Murray, was held
amval at 2:45 a.m. Sunday at
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at the
the Murray-Calloway County
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Hospital. He had been stricken
Funeral Home with the Rev.
ill at his home
R. J. Burpoe and the Rev. Dr.
The deceased, 81, was a
Jerrell White officiating.
member of the Elm Grove
MUSIC was by the choir of the
Baptist Church and of Temple
Grace Baptist Church with
Hill Lodge No. 276 Free and
Leland Peeler as director and
Accepted Masons. Born Feb.
Dwane Jones as organist.
15. 1899, in Calloway County,
Pallbearers were Junior,
he was the son of the late
Franklin, and Lawrence MorNeedham Colson and Tennie
ris, James Nanney,J. W.
Berkley Colson.
Scott, and Hoyt Wyatt.
He is survived by his wife,
Members of the Adult II
Mrs. Euple Owen Colson, to
Department of the Grace Bapwhom he was married on Oct.
tist Church Sunday School
31, 1920; three sisters-Mrs.
served as an honorary group.
Donna Hale, Brookport, Ill.,
Burial was in the Unit)
and Mrs. Minnie Rhodes and
Cemetery.
Ms. Lurlene Colson, Paducah;
Mr. Nanney-, 79. died
three brothers-Jack Sanders
Thursday at the MurrayColson, Reidland, Troy ColCalloway County Hospital.
son, Paducah,and Toy Graves
He is survived by his wife.
Colson. Detroit, Mich.
Ruth; stepdaughter, Mrs.
The funeral will be held
Delbert Bright, Mayfield; two
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
step sons, Terry and Perry
chapel of the Max Churchill
Cavitt. Murray Route 2; three
Funeral Home with the Rev.
sisters-Mrs. Pauline Scott,
Calvin Wilkins officiating.
Mrs. Rochie Brown, and Mrs.
Burial will follow in the MurLouie Rickman; three
ray Memorial Gardens.
brothers-George. Everett and
Masonic rites will be held
Stanley Nanney; eight step
tonight iMonday at 7 p.m. at
grandchildren; nine step
the funeral home where
--great grandchildren,
friends may now call.

Eight new memberships for
the Oaks Country Club were
approved at a recent meeting
of the- Board of Directors of
the club.
They were for Michael and
Denecia Lovins, Don and Linda Cherry, Solon and
Ernestine Bucy, Garvin
Phillips, Brooks and Carolyn
Darnell, Ned and Girrry Jones,
Bill and Marjorie McAllister,
and David and Ruth Ann
Bowker.
This year's membership
committee is composed of
Vicki Nance, chairman, Bob
Dunn, Wanda Brown, Max
Walker,and Marvin Harris.
Events this week include
ladies luncheon and bridge on
Wednesday, and
club
breakfast and game night on
Saturday, April 19.

By JAY ARNOLD
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES ( API After rising this year at an
average rate of 1.5 cents per
gallon a week, retail gasoline
price increases have slowed
dramatically in the last three
weeks, possibly foreshadowing a drop in prices at the
pump, oil industry analyst
Dan Lundberg says.
The average price of all
grades of gasoline nationwide
from March 21 through April
coach of the year in his 11 rose only 0.36 cents a gallon
hometown
of
New to $1.237, an indicator of an
Philadelphia, Ohio, as head overall cooling of the U.S.
coach in 1974 and served as economy,said the publisher of
head coach of the south team the weekly oil industry Lundin the Ohio High School All berg Letter.
Star Classic
In an interview Sunday,
He also served four seasons Lundberg said the slackening
as offensive coordinator at pace of gas price increases
Morehead.
will probably lead to a
Behling is married to the rollback in prices.
former Betty Bonnette of Columbus, Ohio, and two of their
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP) USDA four daughters live in Murray
Cattle and calves estimated receipts
- Chris, a freshman at MSU, 1500,
slaughter steers 1 69-2% higher:
and Jennifer, a student at Setters 50-1 00 higher; cows opening 1.69Robertson Elementary. They 2.00 higher, bulls poorly tested early;
hunted calves and vealers steady.
reside at 804 Minerva Drive.
feeders opening 1.00-2.00 higher. choice

Livestock Market

Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
a m CST today furnished to The Murray
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan
Corp . of Murray,
Industrial Average

-8 II

Air Products
36S usc
American Motors
6 -t-s
Ashland
33
.
4
American Telephone
50 Chrysler
5's 0.4
Ford Motor
239s -us
G.A.F.
General Care
1514 -.-"s
General DynamieS
69 "a
General Mims
434 General Tire
13
Goodrich
19's
Goodyear
11's
Gulf Oil
Harden
ii. unc
Heublein
26
IBMnr.
Jet-leo
17413 17‘..A
K-Mart
19.4
Pennwalt
3694 Quaker Oats
2144
Texaco
34
Wal-Mart
30% +
Wendys
11B 111SA

PIANO RECITAL - Susan and James McKeever will
present a one-piano, four hands concert at 8:1 5 tonight in
the old recital hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
Murray State University. Mkeever, an assistant professor
of piano at MSU, and his wife, a private piano teacher,
will present a concert of American musk.

Retail Gasoline Prices Slow
Dramatically In Last Weeks

Coach Behling Will Be
Speaker For Joint Men's
Fellowship Wednesday
Coach John Behling, offensive coordinator for the Murray State University Racer
• football team, will be the
speaker for the special gettogether of the First United
Methodist Men at the Christian Men's Fellowship of the
First Christian
Church
fellowship hall at 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, April 16.
Advance reservations or
tickets will be needed in order
to properly plan the menu for
the occasion, according to
Terry _Hart, CMF president,
and Bailey Gore, telephone
chairman. Walt Apperson,
program co-chairman, will introduce Belding.
Behling has been with the
Racers for the past year having come from Salem College
where he had been the offensive back and receiver coach
for two years.
Behling spent the 1972-73
season as defensive line coach
and recruiting coordinator at
Tampa when the Spartans
went 10-2 and won the
Tangerine Bowl. Behling was
involved in structuring success stories as a high school
coach in Ohio. He helped
mastermind two undefeated
seasons, two state championships and a No. 2 national
ranking in his three years at
Massillion Ohio High School.
Beling was honored as conference, region and state

Christopher Warns Soviets
Upping Afghanistan Forces

900-1250 lb slaughter steers 63 0065 30,
part load 6570. 12501480 lb 62 50-63.50;
good and choice 1050-1250 lb 61.00-63.50;
good 9001100 lb 55 6061.00; choice
heifers 9001075 lb 620064.50, part load
945 lb 64.90; good and choice 800-1150 lb
6000.6250. good 900-1165 lb 5869.6069.
commercial cows 41.50-47.50; utility
48.00-53.50; high dressing 54.00-57.25:
cutter and canner under 800 lb 12.5046.00; slaughter bulls grade 1-2 15061785
lb 55 00-57 25; choice 190275 lb vealers
80.90-86.50, choice 300-405 lb calves 63.0°69 00; feeder steers medium frame 1 300400 lb 7700-11.00; 400-500 lb 69 00-79 00,
few S2.25, 700-880 lb 59 75-65.50; medium
frame 2300-500 lb 6469-6990, 500-700 lb
59.00-65.00; large frame 2 mostly Hobterns 325-650 lb 52.0062.00; 700-970 lb
49.0054.10; heifers medium frame 1 300500 lb 60.0067 50; 500-610 lb 5600-64.90,
medium frame 2 1013-660 lb 52.00-58.00
Hogs 1000. compared to last Thursday
harrows and gilts 1 00 lower: 1-2228.4-235
lb 27 75-28 05; 2251-258 lb 27.50-27 75; 2-3
230290 lb 26.50-27 50: 3 220-290 lb 26.00.26.50; sows steady 10 1.00 lower, decline
on weights over 450 lb; 1-2 300-350 lb
24 50-25.50; 350400 25.50-26 50, 400-150 lb
26.00-27.00; 450-500 lb 27.0028 00; 500575
lb 28.00-30 25; boars over 300 lb 2590136 75
Sheep 25. untested early

"There is a slight but clear
turndown in the price • acceleration to an actual
deceleration," Lundberg said.
That turndown, according to
Lundberg, reflects a "price
sensitivity" by motorists
which demonstrates the
American consumer's growing resistance to price increases in all areas of the
marketplace.
"This deceleration in price
increises, both at wholesale
and retail levels, is not a price
sensitivity that should be judged in a single frame of
reference. What motorists are
paying for all things - food,
rent, clothing-is reflected in
their price sensitivity to
gasoline."
Lundberg said the gasoline
price turndown is a potential
indicator for the economy as a
whole.
"Perhaps we have nationally peaked on the inflationary
cycle. That may indicate that

Bonnie Lancaster
To Present Voice
Recital Tuesday
Bonnie Joy Lancaster of
Cadiz Route 3 will present her
senior voice recital at 8:15
p.m. Tuesday, April 15, in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
at Murray State University.
She will sing works by
Handel, Puccini, Satie, and

By JAMES GERSTEN ZAN G
Ass•clated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)- The
No. 2 man at the State Department is warning that the
Soviet Union is increasing its
military force in Afghanistan
while President Carter is saying "we don't have much
time" to wait for allied help in
dealing with Iran.
Deputy Secretary of State
Warren Christopher said Sunday the Soviets have "well
over 100,000, probably over
110,000''
troops
in
Afghanistan.
That is a sizeable increase
over previous administration
estimates of between 80,000
and 85,000 Russian troops in
Afghanistan, with an additional 29,000 to 30,000 massed
on the border.
Christopher, who offered the
new assessment on ABC-TV's
"Issues and Answers," said
the Russian generals "are
asking for more troops" and
said he had just read an
analysis comparing the difficulties the Soviets are having in Afghanistan with those
the United States had in Vietnam.
"The Soviet Union is having
a great deal of difficulty with
the Afghan army," he said.
"They're pouring in additional

that is the direction of the
whole economy."
The slowdown in gasoline
price increases, Lundberg
pointed out, has actually been
developing over a period of
weeks. Prices, which jumped
markedly early in the year
from the average $1.021 price
at the end of 1979, have increased at a lower rate recently.
"The rate slowed in late
March and has decelerated
Private Property week will.
further in April," the analyst
said. "This may actually be celebrated by the Murraymark the beginning of gas Calloway County Board of
Realtors with a real estate
prices coining down."
seminar at 7 p.m. Tuesday,
April 15, at the Murray State
University special education
building on North 16th Street.
Speakers will include Gary
A household shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Dallas Adams and Haverstock, attorney with
Gregory
&
their three small children will Hughes,
be held Saturday, April 19, at 2 Haverstock; Larry Wright,
p.m. at the Water Valley Com- Security Federal Savings &
Loan; and Sam Steger,
munity Center.
The Adams' family' lost Princeton, realtor builder aptheir home and contents by praiser.
The public is invited to parfire on Friday, April 4. Adams
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. ticipate in a question-andGarnett Adams of the Col- answer period. Refreshments
will be served.
dwater community.

troops. I think they are being
shown that when they try to go
in and take over an independent country,shoot up its mosques, execute a number of its
people, they can't easily subjugate that kind of a country.
The Afghan people are a brave
and determined people and
they are giving the Soviets a
great deal of difficulty. If I
were sitting in the Soviet
Union, I would not regard that
as the kind of an event that
would encourage me to repeat
it."
Sunday, a top White House
official who asked not to be
identified, picked up the
Carter theme of expecting
prompt action from U.S. allies
to bring economic and
diplomatic pressure on Iran in
hopes of forcing a release of
the 53 Americans held hostage
there.
"We are looking to see what
our allies are prepared to do,"
the official said.
In an interview Saturday
with European television
reporters, Carter disclosed
that he had sent to the leaders
of Great Britain, France, West
Germany and Italy "a specific
date" by which time he hoped

to achieve success from an
unspecified common effort
designed to free the 53
Americans held in Tehran.
"We dott't have much time
left," Carter said in that interview, a transcript of which
was made public Sunday by
the White House.
"We prefer to keep our actions nonbelligerent in nature,
but we reserve the right to
take whatever action is
necessary to secure the safe
release of our hostages,"
Carter told the European
reporters.
While neither Carter nor the
senior White House official
would disclose the date, it was
reported to be sometime next
month.

Skating Party Is
Planned Tuesday
A skating party for the
Rangers and Rangerettes of
the Woodmen of the World will
be held Tuesday, April 15,
from 6 to 8 p.m. at the Murray
Skateland.
This is for members only
and they are asked to wear
long pants, a spokesman said.

Local Realtors To
Hold Real Estate
Seminar Tuesday

Shower Planned
For Adams Family

1977 TWO DOOR SPORT
COUPE LTD II
App. 30,000 miles, 400 V8, automatic, air, power
steering, power brakes, AM/FM, two tone brown,
aluminum wheels, lettered tires.

$2599.00
Keep Thot Great GM f eehno With Genuine GM Ports

Continuous
Protect/on
Plan

Dwain Taylor
641 South

nc.
753-2617

,
aur man
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NOW

Effective throughout April,
our new 2½ -year Money Market
Certificates pay

.01•4Millbasalili~111111141111101 IlabOili
Mill411.1111.11110114.111141mbftslikkA
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Captain D's
Bonnie Lancaster

Tuesday Wednesday

•

•
•

•
•

Barber. The recital is open to
the public.
,
Miss Lancaster, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Douglas Lancaster, is
working toward the bachelor
of music education degree
with an applied major in
voice.
She has been active in
Sigma Alpha Iota women's
music fraternity, Sock and
Buskin drama organization,
the Murray State Chorus,
Campus Lights, University
Theatre, the Murray Community Theatre, and as a varsity cheerleader for the
Racers.

Poor Annum To Yield Allegany

1

Murray Band Parents,
Students Will Meet
•12 delicious

golden brown oysters
•vole slaw
• french fries

$299

•2golden brown hush puppies
•our own tangy cocktail sauce

Murray C4 Paducah

Luncheon Special
MONDAY-FRIDAY 10:45 A.M.-4P.M.
2FM FILLETS 2HUSH PUPPIES$1
99
FRIES SPAAIL SOFT DRINK

There will be a special
meeting of all Murray band
parents and band students at 7
p.m. Tuesday, April 15, in the
Murray High School bandroom.

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
April 11, 1980
Kentucky Purr hose Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Station
Receipts Act 1719 Est 450 Barrows 1.
Gilts 75-1 69lowerSoi 50-1 09 lower
US 1-2 210130ln
821.75-27 75
US 2 X0.240 lbs
926.5026 75
US,13 240250 lbs
969.502158
US7.4 310-7110 Its
Sows
1-2 1711.114
1111UPFS111
US 1-3 390-4501n
$31.11144.10
US 1-3420-569 In
US 1-3 500-650 lb.
4111.047.00
US 24 300-500 lba
930.041 00
Boars 30 004260

p4o-a.a

$406.00 Minimum Investments
Federal regulations require a substantial interest penalty for early withdraw
al of certificates.

SECURITY FEDERAL

1300 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, Ky.

Savings 8
I
. oan Association

MOM 1011X1
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BEST COPY AVAIL

